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SPORTS:
It took about the
same amount of
time for Racer One
to lap the track as it
did for Middle Tennessee to soundly
defeat the Racers
66-6 at home Saturday. Page 10

`Rescue 911'
'Reality show'to tape
accident re-enactment
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The Calloway County Fire and
Squad, the Murray Fire
Rescue
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Department, the Calloway CounDepartment and the
Murray may be a good distance ty Sheriff's
Rural Electric
Kentucky
West
from New York or Los Angeles,
Corp. were all
ive
Cooperat
attention
the
but it has attracted
in the response to the
of a nationwide network televi- involved
accident.
sion series.
Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott
A crew from the CBS series
he received notification a
said
"Rescue 911" will arrive in Murof weeks ago that the
couple
interbegin
ray Wednesday to
interested in the segwas
viewing police and fire personnel show
at that time began
and
ment
for a segment on a personal
Kelly McPherson, a
with
working
occurred
that
injury accident
the show's staff.
from
researcher
April 14 on Ky. 94. The redepartment conthe
said
Scott
enactment of the incident is scheaffiliduled for Oct. 8-10 and could tacted KFVS-TV, the CBS
Mo.,
u,
Girardea
Cape
in
ate
extend to Oct. 11.
for
number
the
them
gave
which
car
a
after
began
The situation
contactAfter
York.
traveling in the eastbound lane of CBS in New
Ky. 94 lost control after passing a ing CBS, they obtained the number for "Rescue 911."
number of vehicles, left the road
"When we contacted them,
and struck a utility pole. A couput us in touch with Kelly
they
treated
ple in a nearby trailer was
for electric shocks they received McPherson, a researcher, and we
as a 'result of power lines falling. sent him all the information we
After the lines fell, a chain could about the accident. He took
reaction of events also caused a it to the producers who went
fire to begin in the floor of a
(Cont'd on page 2)
nearby home.

By CYRUS AFZALI
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GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo

Daniel Polichette waits for a customer Saturday during the Humane Society Pet Fair. Polichette was
in charge of penguin bowling. The fair, which was held at the Murray City Park, raises money for
the county humane society.

DEADLINE:
OCTOBER 5 Most Kentuckians want health-care reform
WORLD
KATMANDU, Nepal — A
Pakistani jet carrying many
European tourists crashed
today on a landing approach to
this city ringed by the Himalayan mountains. Page 3

STATE
BILOXI, Miss. — A man
nicknamed "The Honeymoon
Killer" for murdering a Kentucky couple on the Gulf
Coast just two days after their
wedding has been re-sentenced
to life in prison without parole. Page 3

SPORTS
PI17'SBURGII — The Piusburgh Pirates clinched their
third consecutive Eastern Division title Sunday with a 4-2
win over the New York Mets.
Page 10

FORECAST
Tonight, clear and cold. Low
40 to 45. Northwest wind
diminishing to around 10 mph.
Tuesday, sunny but cool. High
around 70.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.8, -0.5; below 305.5, +1.2
BARKLEY LAKE
356.8, -0.3; below 315.3, +1.0
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday;
a.m.-noon Saturday.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Only 7 percent of the people
surveyed in a new poll thought
the health-care system should be
left alone.
The Bluegrass State Poll, published Sunday in The Courier-

Journal, showed 63 percent
believed major changes are
necessary, while another 27 percent thought minor changes
would be enough.
Kentuckians' desire for
reforms in the health system nue-

Female student
stabbed in attack

rors national trends, according to
Robert J. Blendon, professor of
health policy at the Harvard
School of Public Health.
"You have a lot of dissatisfied
people," he said.
The newspaper surveyed 808

who have telephones.
Ironically, the desire for major
changes increased with income
although, presumably, those welloff are more likely to be covered

(Cont'd on page 2)

Some Perot supporters
in state saying 'stay out'

'I brake for clowns'

A Murray State University
student sustained a cut
between her thumb and index
finger during an attack by an
unidentified male while walking on North 16th Street Sunday at 2:02 a.m.
According to Murray Police
Department reports, Amy Darnell, 9111/2 N. 16th St., was
walking from Super America
at Five Points when she was
attacked by a large, white male
with light hair.
Darnell told police a man
came at her with a knife and
shoved her on the ground. Her
boyfriend, who was nearby,
heard her scream and came to
her aid. Darnell apparently
was cut while being shoved to
the ground.
Murray Police Department
officials are urging all female
students not to walk unescorted either on or off campus.

'Take Back
the Night'
is Tuesday
The third annual "Take Back
the Night" will be held Tuesday
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Murray
State's Cutchin Field.
The focus of this year's event
will be "Violence Against
Women and Children" with the
being
theme
main
"Empowerment".
Jackson Purchase NOW president Lynette Robertson said Take
Back the Night is a celebration of
progress, to celebrate our power
to create positive change.
The event is being sponsored
by NOW and the Murray State
University Women's Center.
"We have a great lineup for the
program including some exceptional speakers, music, dramatic
readings and a candlelight vigil.
Just listening to the program is
very empowering," said
Robertson.
Speakers will include State
Senator Jeff Green, Helen Kinton, president of the Kentucky
Domestic Violence Association
and director of Sanctuary, Inc.,
and Kim Barrett, director of the
MSU Women's Center.

adult Kentuckians. The poll's
margin of error means that, in
theory, in 19 of 20 cases, the poll
results would differ by no more
than 3.4 points from the results
that would have been obtained by
questioning all Kentucky adults

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo

Michael Eldridge gets advice from clown LaDawn Cook before
attempting an obstacle course during the the 4-H Bicycle Rodeo.
The rodeo was held Saturday at the West Kentucky Exposition
Center.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Some Kentuckians who ' signed
petitions to get Ross Perot's
name on the presidential ballot
aren't eager for him to re-enter
the race.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reported results today of interviews it conducted with 51 of the
more than 40,000 who signed
Perot petitions last spring. The
interviews did not constitute a
scientific survey, and reflected
only the opinions of those who
were contacted.
Twenty-four of the petition
signers interviewed said Perot
should stay out of the race.
Another 14 thought he should
run, while 13 were undecided.
Most of those who said a Perot
presidential bid would now be a
mistake cited Perot's withdrawal
from active campaigning in July.
"He's a total wimp," said Paul
Tilsworth of Murray. "We
wasted all our ... time thinking he
was somebody, then he flip-flops
back and forth. ...I think he's
playing the American people like
a yo-yo."
Tom Graves of Lexington said,
"I think he's a quitter. He let me
down and a lot of other people,
so I'm not going to put up with
that."
"If he got back in, it would
only hurt the other candidates."
said Debris Knight of
Owensboro.

He's a total wimp. We wasted
all our ... time thinking he was
somebody, then he flip-flops
back and forth. ...I think he's
playing the American people
like a yo-yo.
—Paul Tilsworth of Murray
However, Glenn Kleier, a
spokesman for the Perot effort in
Kentucky, said his group
surveyed Perot activists and petition signers statewide and found
95 percent favored Perot's return.
The newspaper also found a
number of die-hard supportefsr.
Betty Coins of Lawrenceburg
said she was a former employee
of Perot's Electronic Data Systems. "I think he has a sound
mind. ...He would have the best
overall knowledge of what this
country needs."
• Said Dr. Harold Daniel of Lexington, "I'd feel very comfortable with him getting back into
the race, and I think I probably
would vote for him. I'm very disenchanted with the other two
candidates."
But Diana Nave of Lexington,
who was Perot's 6th Congressional district coordinator, and
Kathy Brown of Lexington, who
was the district's media coordinator, don't share those sentiments.
Ms. Brown said Perot bailed
out to spare himself the stress
(Cont'd on page 2)

Hopes of identifying plane hitchhiker dwindle
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Authorities have all but given up hope
apparently
they will ever identify the man who fell to his death as he
flight.
tried to hitch a ride on a commuter
teleA segment on the incident at Barkley Regional Airport was
year
vised on "Unsolved Mysteries." But Wednesday will -mark one
unknown.
remains
identity
his
since the man's death, and
said
"As timc increases, our chance of identifying him decreases,"
Sheriff's
County
n
McCracke
Capt. J.D. Green, a detective with the
Department.
find
"If there's a family out there — for their sake — I'd like to
out who he is," he added.
A tanned, muscular man in his 20s or early 30s with blue-hazel
fence on
eyes and close-cropped light brown hair jumped an airport
bound
plane
Airlines
t
Northwes
a
onto
Sept. 30, 1991, and grabbed
traveling
was
His
body
for
takeoff.
taxied
it
as
Tenn.,
for Memphis,
s
about 150 mph when it fell to the ground in a wooded area, authoritie
said.
a
The stranger wore $50 running shoes, two pairs of blue jeans.
and
sweater
green
a
jacket,
jogging
leather bomber jacket, a blue knit
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a brown shirt. Investigators found swimmer's goggles and a Sony
Walkman on the body.
He remains in a private mausoleum in the hope he'll be identified.
But McCracken County Coroner Jerry Beyer believes the stranger may
be buried soon.
"I think it's probably time we should say we've done all that's
humanly possible,” he said.
After months of fruitlessly chasing leads, McCracken County Sheriff Howard Walker thought a visit by the "Unsolved Mysteries" crew
in May would solve the case. The segment aired Sept. 16.
Hundreds of calls from across the country poured in as a result, but
none have checked out, Walker said.
"I feel that the show was probably our last hope," he said, "... but
I'm beginning now to feel it's probably over.
"We're still getting a few calls straggling in, and we're going to
continue to follow up on all the calls as they come in."
The sheriff's office has received half a dozen photographs from,.
people who believe John Doe is their loved one.
"Some favor him; some are nowhere close," Green said.
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Local News Roundup

Perot expects decision this week
DALLAS (AP) - Ross Perot
huddled with supporters from all
50 states today for extraordinary
sessions in which emissaries of
President Bush and Bill Clinton
sought support from the Texas
billionaire and his followers. Perot set Thursday as a deadline to
decide whether to make a late
entry into the presidential race.
"I think it's an historic day.
certainly in this campaign,
because we will only talk about
the issues," Perot said just before
opening the sessions.
Perot said the Bush and Clinton delegations would have
"every opportunity" to win his
support and that of his followers,
but that the ultimate decision was
up to his supporters.
Should he decide to run, Perot
said on NBC's "Today," show:
"I will not do anything to win."

Perot...
(Coni'd from page 1)
and expense.
"It bugs me that he wants to
get back in now," she said. "It
makes me very, very angry that
he would play around with his
supporters in this way."
Mrs. Nave noted rumors that
Perot's possible re-entry is a
deliberate political strategy. "If
he hid this in his deepest heart of
hearts, then he's a devious
SOB.,'' she said

(Cont'd from page 1)
through a committee to get it
approved. We 'had Just about
given up when they called," Scott
said.
Scott began working with
Jamie Amos, a location scout
from Nashville, last week to find
three locations where the incident
might be filmed. The producers
will then take these three and
make a final decision.
"They've told me this is one of
the most major productions
they've undertaken because it
involved so many situations:
They can set up the area just like
the original scene,- he said.
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The three locations being considered are Ky. 783 near Wiswell
Road, Ky. 1828 near the Old
Taylor's Store community and
the intersection of Hermitage and
Greenbrier Streets inside the city.
Scott said factors such as the
availability of water play an
important part in the final site
selection because py rotechnicians, or fire experts, will set a
fire similar to the actual situation
and need an adequate supply of
water to keep the fire controlled.
The location scout left messages on the doors of some of the
property being considered for use

a.m.-?pm. sun 1-5 p.m
75 4.23R11
Ohmpat Plada

by insurance. Sixty-nine percent
of those with household incomes
of at least S50,000 favored major
changes, as opposed to 61 percent
of those making less than
S15,0(X) favor major changes.
The poll revealed a possible
reason for the desire for change:
One out of five Kentuckians was
without health insurance for at
least part of the last 12 months.
The figure was 35 percent among
households with incomes under

Come on out and let me solve your storage needs We

always guarantee the lowest price on a treated
building If we're not the lowest price we'll beat
anyone else's comparably built building price by 5 0
Cherry Ann Wyant
Sales Manager
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MURRAY POLICE RECOVER STOLEN CAR
The Murray Police Department recovered a car at the Calloway County High
School Monday morning which was taken from the garage of a Murray man
over the weekend. According to reports, someone took a 1986 Chevrolet
Camaro from the residence of Kevin Compton, 302 Oakdale, sometime
between 10 p.m. Saturday and 9 a.m. Sunday. The vehicle had sustained
damage to the interior.

MAN ARRESTED FOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Hafford G. James, 72, 222 S. 12th St., was arrested by the Murray Police
Department over the weekend and charged with disorderly conduct after an
incident with police near apartments he owns.

in the re-enactment. It listed a
telephone number for residents to
call to discuss with representatives of the show the possibility
of using their property for the reenactment. The show will compensate anyone whose property is
involved in filming for the show.
"I've had calls from people
wanting to know if it was real or
a hoax. People are naturally
apprehensive about something
like this, but when they found out
it was true, they' were excited
about the possibility of using
their property for this," Scott
said.

Two persons residing at 1614 W. Olive St. reported two separate theft incidents to the Murray Police Department Sunday at 5:45 a.m. According to
reports, someone took a wallet and several other items from a pickup
belonging to Chris Scott. Samuel Young also reported the theft of a radar
detector from his vehicle.

MURRAY WOMAN REPORTS BURGLARY

A Murray woman has reported a bUrglary that occurred recently to the Murray Police Department. Mary Judy Allbritton, 1609 Miller St., said someone
entered her home Sept. 12 and took some jewelry items.

WOMAN REPORTS INDECENT EXPOSURE
Mary Judy Allbritton, 1609 Miller St., reported an incident of indecent exposure to the Murray Police Department Saturday at 12:09 p.m.

RESIDENTS REPORT VEHICLE DAMAGE
Dan Sanderson, 1625 Farmer St., reported a case of vehicle vandalism to
the Murray Police Department Saturday at 8:40 a.m. According to reports, a
window was broken in his vehicle while it was parked in the lot of the First
Presbyterian Church at the corner of 16th and Main Streets. In what police
believe are related incidents, Felicia Lamb, 1605 Miller, reported Saturday
at 7:45 a.m. that someone had broken a passenger window and stolen a
purse from her vehicle. Also Saturday at 7:24 a.m., Amy D. Edwards, 1604.
Miller St., said an unknOwn person or persons had broken a side window of
her vehicle and taken her purse.

WOMAN REPORTS UNWANTED GUESTS
Stephanie Butcher, 1209 N. 12th St., Apt. 5, called the Murray Police
Department Saturday at 3:53 a.m, and reported three unwanted guests at
her apartment. Police asked the persons to leave.

Si 5,0(X).
Forty-six percent who lacked
WOMAN ASSAULTED AT TRAILER COURT
insurance coverage sometime in The Murray Police Department answered an assault complaint at Fox Meathe last year said that was despite dows Trailer Park Friday at 7:45 p.m. According to reports, Jennifer L.
working full time.
Youngblood was assaulted while she was at E-9 Fox Meadows. Youngblood
- •Eleven percent said they did was referred to Calloway County Attorney David Harrington
without needed medicine or med- WOMAN'S PURSE TAKEN DURING LUNCH
ical care last year. The figure was A Murray woman's purse was taken from the office where she works during
23 percent among households lunch Friday. According to reports, Kathy Sue Miller said someone came
into the offices of Continued Care in the Walnut Plaza and took her purse
with incomes under S15,400.
between 11:30 a.m. and noon.
With soaring medical costs,
MAN
REPORTS CRIMINAL TRESPASSING
even Kentuckians with insurance
A Murray man reported a case of criminal trespassing to the Murray Police
fear their insurance plans may not Department Friday at 7:34 a.m. According to reports, Jason Brewer, 407 N.
remain available and affordable, Fourth St., said a man was wanting to come inside the house, but residents
would not let him inside.
the poll Said. -

prizes will be awarded in six age
ing parade, Tent City Festival and
football game.
groups. Entry forms and maps are
Saturday morning activities begin
available at the Campus Recreation
with the Murray Optimist Club's
Office in the Curris Center.
annual country ham breakfast from
•6:30 p.m., 30th annual Agriculture
6 to 9 a.m. at Rudy's Restaurant.
Alumni Banquet in the small ballroom of the Curtis Center. For more
Cost is $4 per person. For more
information, call Ronnie Gibson at
information, call (502) 762-3327.
•6:30 to 8 p.m., 1982-1991 Art (502) 753-1893.
At 7:30 a.m., the Student GovernAlumni Reception in the MSU/Eagle
ment Association Past Officers'
Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts CenBreakfast will be held in the Comter. Light refreshments will be
monwealth Rom of the Curris
served and the public is invited to
Center.
attend. There is no admission fee.
At 8 a.m., the "M" Club breakfast
For more information, call University
and meeting will take ,place on the
Galleries Director Albert Sperath at
third floor of the Curris Center. Cost
(502) 762-3052.
.6:45 p.m., College of Business and is $5 per person. For reservations,
Public Affairs Homecoming Banquet contact Bill Rayburn at (502)
in the Curris Center ballroom. For 762-3738.
Other Homecoming day activities
reservations, call (502) 762-4181.
.7 p.m., Nursing Alumni Banquet in include:
the Mississippi Room of the Curris •8 to 9:30 a.m., College of EducaCenter. Cost is $12 per person and tion Breakfast at Murray Middle
payment must accompany reserva- School. Admission is $5 for adults
tions, which must have been made and $2.50 for children age 12 and
by Sept. 25. Guest speaker will be younger. For more information, call
Dr. Marcie Hobbs, new chair of the (502) 762-3817.
MSU Department of Nursing. For •The Homecoming parade is set for
reservations, call (502) 762-6675 or 9:30 a.m., beginning in downtown
Murray and moving out Main Street
(502) 762-2196.
•7 p.m., Alpha Gamma Delta to the campus. The parade will be
Reception in the Curris Center televised live via Murray Cablevision
Dance Lounge. For more informa- on Channel 34. MSU will provide
tion, contact Jeanie Morgan at (502) access to a large-screen viewing in
762-6987 or (502) 753-6112.
the Stables, located on the first floor
•8 to 10 p.m., Second annual Homeof the Curris Center.
coming Bonfire at the Intramural
.Baseball Old Timers' game at Reagan Field at 10:15 a.m. For more
Fields. Sponsored by the Residence
information, call Coach Johnny ReaHall Association, the public is invited
gan at (502) 762-4892 or (502)
to attend this free event. For more
information, contact the MSU Hous762-4192.
•Dedication of the Japanese Garden
ing Office at (502) 762-2310.
FRIDAY, OCT. 2
SATURDAY, OCT. 3
at the Doyle Fine Arts Center at 11
•At 5 p.m., the 10th annual 'Run for
Homecoming day consists of varia.m. Sponsored by the College of
the Racers' 5-kilometer road run. ous meals, receptions, dances, in
Fine Arts and Communication, the
Entry fee is $5 per person and addition to the traditional Homecornevent is free and open to the public.
:Tent City Homecoming Festival
and Reunion at Stewart Stadium at
11 a.m. Tents for colleges, bookkAr.7Ir
71PrarliTr• w
store, school relations, alumni asso.
ciation, athletics and more will be
set up with entertainment provided
•1
La1
by the Alumni All-Star Dixieland
MSU College of Education
Band+Some.
•Kiddie Corral will be set up at Tent
City from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Alumni and friends can leave children
here while they visit with classmates. Members of the. Student
Alumni Association will supervise
children.

11161
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A 14-year-old LaCenter boy died early Sunday at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah of injuries suffered when a bicycle he was riding was struck from behind
by a vehicle on Ky. 358 just west of LaCenter. Damian Caldwell died of
head injuries at 1:23 a.m., about an hour after the accident. According to
reports, a westbound vehicle driven by Robert G. Bailey, 17, of Paducah,
approached Caldwell and another bicyclist, Jerry Morris Jr., from behind but
was blinded by the headlights of an oncoming vehicle. Bailey swerved but
could not avoid the bicycle when Caldwell turned into his lane from the side
of the road after the other vehicle had passed.

Murray State University will
honor the 1947 football team and
all MSU cheerleaders as part of
the 1992 "Cheers to 60 Years"
homecoming Oct. 1-3.
The homecoming also marks
the decade anniversaries for classes of 1932, '42, '52, '62, '72
and '82, in addition to the 1992
graduates.
Activities begin Thursday, Oct.
1, with the Athletic Hall of Fame
banquet at 6 p.m. in the Curris
Center ballroom.
Sporting events, banquets and
a bonfire are included in Friday's
schedule.
The Homecoming Golf Tournament is set from 8 a.m, to
sunset at Miller Memorial Golf
Course, with tee-off times from 8
to 10 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
For reservations, call (502)
762-2238.
The Homecoming Tennis Tournament will begin at 9 a.m, at the
Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts. A
minimum contribution of $20
supports the Murray State tennis
team. Categories include men's
class A singles and doubles, class
B singles and doubles, and ages
50 and over singles. Reservations
may be made by calling Bennie
Purcell at (502) 762-6124.

Lotted
Barns
Cabins
Offices

ou pow
_rs

LACENTER TEEN KILLED IN BICYCLE ACCIDENT

MSU 60th Homecoming activities set for weekend

When You Need Room
For Your STUFF!
Portable
Garages
Storage
Buildings
Workshops

on Ky. 121 Sunday. According to reports, Robert Heath, 30, was listed in
serious condition in Western Baptist Hospital's intensive care unit. Heath
was a passenger in a car driven by Allen Reeves, 23, who was charged with
DUI by the Kentucky State Police after he was treated and released from
Community Hospital. Police said Reeves was southbound about 10 miles
north of Mayfield at 3:05 a.m, when he apparently fell asleep and lost control of his vehicle. Both men suffered head injuries. Reeves was lodged in
the Graves County Jail.

OLIVE STREET RESIDENTS REPORT THEFTS

Most Kentuckians...
Cont'd from page 1.1
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ton and Bush each claimed to agreed to head home after today's
best represent Perot's views, meeting, brief their state groups,
although neither came close to and report back to Perot by
endorsing any of the controver- Thursday on whether they wanted
sial planks in Perot's deficit- him to run.
reduction plan.
It is highly uplikely that Perot
Perot in July abandoned plans could win at this late stage, but
to run as an independent without he could significantly impact the
first consulting his volunteers. race in se%eral major states and
But he insisted the decision was perhaps even more if he
unleashed 3 massive television
theirs this time.
"I will never be able to get it advertising campaign.
"What Clinton supporters and
over to you characters that this
decision will be made by millions Perot supporters share is a yearnof Americans," Perot told repor- ing to change this country for the
ters. "They are going to decide better," said Clinton campaign
chairman Mickey Kantor, the
what we arc going to do."
Many of Perot's state leaders Arkansas governor's lead ambassaid as they gathered that they sador at today's meeting. "We
wanted a decision from Perot want them to join us."
Perot was meeting informally
immediately after today's
with each delegation before they
session.
But Perot told reporters the each entered closed, two-hour
bulk of his state leaders had sessions.

'Reality show'to tape...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

•

But in a briefing with reporters
less than two hours later, he said,
"I never said that," and added
that if he got in, "obviously we
will run all out."
As they dispatched high-level
delegations to make presentations
to Perot and his supporters, Clin-

TWO HURT IN ONE-CAR CRASH SUNDAY
mAYRELD - A Mayfield man was seriously injured in a one-car accident

Call 753-42416 or 437-4467 Nights
Iselt***********************41:
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Alumni Homecoming
Breakfast
Saturday, Oct. 3rd
at 8 a.m.
Murray Middle School

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Come eat and visit
with oid friends and watch
the parade from the front lawn.
For Reservations
Call (502)762-3817
Of tickets say
prebend id die door.

-TA
Pep
14e.
tketo.A..

g

Ross Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
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.Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority
will host a reception at Tent City at
11 a.m. Ann Williams, national president, will attend. Shuttle service to
and from Tent City and the Sigma
House will be provided. For more
information, contact Betty Driver at
(502) 762-4281 or (502) 753-0490.
*The Homecoming game will feature
the Racers and Austin Peay State
University. Pre-game festivities at 2
p.m. include the crowning of the
Homecoming Queen. Game time is
2:30 p.m. Tickets are $10 for
reserved chair seats, $8 for general
admission and $3 for children.
POST-GAME ACTIVITIES
*Oakhurst Reception hosted by
MSU President Ronald J. Kurth and
his wife Charlene.
*Department of Computer Studies
Alumni Reception at the home of Dr.
Bill Lyle at 104 S. 9th St., Murray.
For more information, call (502)
762-6217.
*Department of Journalism and
Radio-Television Alumni Reception
in the newsroom of the Murray State
News on the first floor of Wilson
Hall. For more information, call
(502) 762-2387.
*Department of Physics Annual
Alumni Reception at the University
Branch of Peoples Bank at 12th and.
Chestnut. For more information, call
(502) 762-2993.
*Department of Political Science/
Criminal Justice/Legal Studies
Alumni Reception at the home of Dr.
Joe Rose, 808 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray. For more information, call (502)
762-2661.
*Sigma Sigma Sigma 50th Anniversary Dinner/Dance at the Curris
Center ballroom. Reservations must
have been made by Saturday, Sept.
26, by calling (502) 753-3304, (502)
753-0490, (502) 762-4281 or (502)
753-7784.
'The University Christian Student
Center will host its 25th reunion at
the University Church of Christ Fellowship Hall on Highway 641 North.
For reservations, call (502)
753-1881.
The final activity of Homecoming
weekend is a dance sponsored by
MSU Housing and Minority Student
Affairs offices from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
in the Curris Center small ballroom.
For more information, call (502)
762-2310 or (502) 762-6836.

753-0489
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'Honeymoon Killer' re-sentenced to life

News of the World
PLANE—CRASHES IN- NEPAL, 187 FEARED DEAD

KATMANDU, Nepal — A Pakistani jot carrying many European tourists
crashed today on a landing approach to this city ringed by Himalayan moun:
tains, and an airport official said there was little chance any of the 167
aboard survived. The pilot of the Airbus A300 had given no indication anything was wrong before contact was lost with the plane, and the weather
was normal, said D.P. Bhattarai, the airport duty officer. The Pakistan International Airlines jet, on a flight from the Pakistani capital Karachi, crashed
14 miles south of Katmandu's airport, said Nagendra Prasad Ghimire, deputy chief of Katmandu airport. Airport officials said most of the 155 passengers were Europeans and the jet carried a crew of 12. Nepalese rescue
workers who reached the site said there was little chance of finding survivors, said Ghimire.

A RACE ABOUT RACE IN FLORIDA

LAUDERHILL, Fla. — Former federal judge Alcee Hastings, suddenly on a
roll after years of setbacks, can take a giant step toward a triumphant return
to Washington in one of two bitter, race-dominated congressional runoffs
Thursday. Hastings, whose 1989 impeachment conviction in the U.S.
Senate was reversed two weeks ago, is trying to become the first black
elected to the House from Florida since Reconstruction. "It's not really
about race and it's not really about money, it's about direct representation,
Hastings said Friday in an appearance on West Palm Beach's WJNO radio
with his opponent, state Rep. Lois Frankel. Hastings repeatedly has charged
that Frankel, who is white, is an opportunist who shouldn't have run in a
district designed to elect a minority candidate. Race is a major issue in both
the Hastings-Frankel runoff for the Democratic nomination in District 23 and
in the Democratic House District 3 runoff between state Rep. Corrine Brown,
who is black, and former legislator Andy Johnson, who is white.

FEW IMPROVEMENTS MADE IN MILEAGE

WASHINGTON — While consumers will see slightly more fuel efficiency in
1993 cars compared with the previous year, automakers have made few
improvements overall in gasoline mileage since the mid-1980s, according to
government figures. The Environmental Protection Agency's annual fuel
economy statistics, covering more than 1,000 vehicles, show that 1993 cars
coming into showrooms are expected to get 28.1 miles per gallon on average, a half percentage point higher than 1992 models. But that number is no
higher than the mileage achieved by new cars six years ago, says the EPA.
Since then, mileage has remained fairly stagnant, and in some years even
dipped a percentage point or so as automakers put more emphasis on larger cars and performance vehicles. The EPA's 1993 model mileage list
once again — as it has for a number of years — included a dozen or so
gasoline misers, led by the 1 -liter engine mini-compact Geo Metro XFI, the
stingiest fuel user on the road. It gets 53 mpg in city driving and 58 miles on
the highway.

CLASSROOM CABLE MAKING THE GRADE

WASHINGTON — Cable television, known best as an entertainment
medium, is being used by hundreds of classroom teachers nationwide to
educate, motivate and spark students' interest in the world. Ronald G.
Adams, a language arts teacher at Broad Meadows Middle School in Quincy. Mass., used the Arts & Entertainment channel's "Victory at Sea" to get
his students to write histories of women. The documentary had omitted the
contributions of women in World War II. In neighboring New Hampshire, students at North Hampton Elementary School built a submersible craft after
watching Turner Broadcasting System's "Jason Project" and the Discovery
Channel's "Scientific American Frontiers." 'The unmanned submersible
holds a small video camera and is capable of retrieving objects at the bottom of a swimming pool. The programs were offered through Cable in the
Classroom, cable television's $78 million public service initiative to enrich
education. A consortium of 21 cable networks and 4,000 cable systems provide 500 hours a month of free, commercial-free educational programming
to junior and senior high schools nationwide.

SOUTH AFRICAN POLITICAL PRISONERS FREED
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — The government began releasing scores
of political prisoners and extremists today, including a notorious white
supremacist who gunned down seven blacks in a sidewalk shooting spree.
The first prisoners were released overnight: Seven African National Congress members walked out of East London prison on the southeast coast to
the cheers of supporters. The ANC said up to 150 activists would be
released today, with some 300 prisoners to be released by Nov. 15. Government leaders, meanwhile, were trying today to mend ties with the country's
second most powerful black leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi. The leader of
the Zulu-dominated lnkatha Freedom Party pulled out of political negotiations to protest a weekend reconciliation meeting between President F.W.
de Klerk and ANC chief Nelson Mandela. Buthelvi's boycott threatened to
deepen the political crisis and unleash new violence. De Klerk and Mandela
are struggling to revive multiparty negotiations on ending apartheid and
stem violence that threatens South Africa's political and economic stability.

. BILOXI, Miss.(AP) — A man
nicknamed "The Honeymoon
Killer" for murdering a Kentucky couple on the Gulf Coast just
two days after their wedding has
been re-sentenced to life in prison without parole.
Prosecutors hope the Friday
sentence will lay to rest a case
that has lingered since the bodies
of Teresa and Joseph Mayer, both
shot in the back of the head, were
found north of Pass Christian in
1979.

In •separite trials in late 1979
and early 1980, Kenneth William
Wheat was convicted of both
slayings and kidnappings, as well
as of raping Teresa and robbing
Joseph.
But the Mississippi native, who
is now 53 years old, appealed a
death sentence the jury handed
down in the killing of Joseph
Mayer.
The U.S. Supreme Court eventually ruled that he should be
resentenced because Albert

Necaise, who was then district
attorney, had told the jurors that
their decision would not ,be final
and that an appeals court would
ultimately decide the killer's fate.
Because of the lengthy delays
in the case, the families of the
Mayers decided that life without
parole would be a suitable sentence for Wheat, District 'Attorney Cono Caranna said Friday.
Wheat's lawyers agreed to
have hipi classified as an habitual
criminal, enabling the court to

pass down that sentence, Caranna
said.
The honeymoon killings were
not Wheat's only crimes: Four
months before the Mayer killings,
he had been released from a New
Jersey /prison in which he had
served' 18 years for the shotgun
slaying of his brother-in-law.
While in that prison, he took a
prison psychiatrist hostage and
wrote more than 700 letters
threatening prison and state
officials.

'Habitat'in a hurry
Lexington volunteers finish 20 homes in one-week 'blitz'
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Mary Sykes was composed during most of the dedication of her
new home, all the way through
the hymn she sang herself, but
when friends began to congratulate her, Sykes had to wipe away
the tears.
"I'm finally getting my own
home, and it's a big responsibility," she said. "I'm really
grateful."
Sykes is the owner of a new
three-bedroom home, one of 10
built on one street in Lexington
during a one-week "blitz" by
Habitat for Humanity. The group
built 10 others homes in surrounding counties during the
week, helped by 2,000
volunteers.
Sykes, who has been living
with her sister, works full-time as
a transcriptionist at the Lexington
Diagnostic Center. She is also a
full-time student at Lexington

Community College, where she is
studying to be a registered nurse.
Habitat gave her a 20-year,
interest-free loan with payments
of about $200 a month. Without
it, Sykes said, she would be
unable to afford a house of any
kind.
"There's no way," she said.
"The monthly payments
would've been fine, but it's
always coming up with the down
payment."
Sykes' house was No. 7 during
the dedication Saturday. Ceremonies at the other houses had
included a song, but Habitat volunteer Cynthia Allen said they
hadn't found anyone who could
sing at Sykes' house.
Members of Pleasant Green
Baptist Church, which Sykes
attends, knew better.
"Come on, Mary," they called
out from the sidewalk. "Give it
to 'em."

Sykes smiled shyly, then handed a fruit basket, a wrapped gift
and a flower arrangement to her
pastor, Wendall Emerson. Without removing her pink, teal and
lavender Habitat for Humanity
baseball cap, she took the microphone and applied her clear-as-abell soprano voice to "Only
What You Do For Christ Will
Last." The crowd around her
house erupted in applause. They
kept applauding for several
minutes.
Friends gathered to hug Sykes
and congratulate her, and that
was when she removed her glasses and wiped away the tears.
Sykes and her two children,
Randall, 20, and Deborah, 11,
will move into the home sometime this week. Volunteers from
Centenar? United Methodist
Church, many of whom took time
off from work to build the home,
felt good about what they had

done.
"It's not a matter of doing this
so I will get something in
return," said Ann Broderson, a
reading tutor at Lansdowne
Elementary School, as she swept
the driveway. "It's just a matter
of doing it."
The work was supervised by
Seth Tuska, owner of Triple
Crown Homes Inc. It included
such touches as a ceiling fan in
the living room, flowers and
shrubbery around the porch, and
an October Glory maple tree in
the front yard.
After working at the site every
day last week —from dawn
dusk," Tuska was exhausted.
"I'm glad the work's over, but
I'll be glad to do it again next
year," he said. "It's very
rewarding. ... You kind of take
the normal three or four months
of building headaches and
squeeze them all into one week."

CEO ON TV
The Kentucky
Network

1-800-538-4433

Quality Homes From Kopperud
ONE OF THE THINGS THAT IS
Four BR home in quiet, desirable neighborhood.
Price just lowered to $81,900! Immediate occu! Con
KO rud Realt 153-1222.

Just listed - beautiful Victorian-style home.4BR,
3 BA - Oaks Country Club area.

1
2 bath
ve y
top view from this 3 BR, 3/
home. Includes barn & 6 acres. $90's.

Country charm with this 3 BR,3 BA almost new
home in private location. Fresh on the market.
$112,500.

Canterbury Estates Delight with the custom-built
immaculate home in move-in -condition! $119,500.

6
wing area
Over 3,400 square feet
bedroom, 3 bath Canterbury Estates home.
6125,000.

Spacious 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath home in great
neighborhood. Just Reduced! $00's.

Like new 3 BR home just 8 miles from town in
Kirksey community. $80's.

New home in Woodgate Estates. Beautiful decor!
Efficient room arrangement! 753-1222.

Just Reduced - Attractive 3 bedroom home near
Murray High School. $90's. Contact Kopprrud
Realty.

most important to us here at I inited
Commonwealth Bank is customer service. That's
why our Board of Directors includes some of the
-‘hest professional and business people Murray and
Calloway County have to offer ... folks who
believe in this community and its people. and
who share our commitment to better banking.
So if you'd like to enjoy an expanded choice
in financial options, along with the best service
you'll find anywhere, visit United
Commonwealth Bank today, and see the
difference for yourself.

UNITED
O(ONWEALTh BANK

For information on these and other listings call or come by...

A Federal Savings Bank

711
Main St.

753-1222
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1300 Johnson Boulevard
Murray, KY 42071 •(502) 759-9443
Deposits Insured by the FDIC to $100,000
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Nuclear proliferation
An issue candidates
have been avoiding

,..

Bush struggles to reverse Clinton's advantage
By DAVID ESPO

lead over Bush in a two-man race
questions about Clinton's
— 10 points in one, 12 in the
record.
draft
-era
Vietnam
other.
Even so, the economy, the
With Perot pondering his decidominant issue of this election,
a poll by Newsweek showed
sion,
to
help
much
of
be
to
likely
isn't
Perot taking just 9 percent of the
the president, and Derwinski's
vote in a three-way race — comdeparture on Saturday was only
pared to 46 percent for Clinton
one of several manifestations of
and 37 percent for Bush.
Bush's maneuvering during a
From the bunting-draped rear
that
trip
campaign
weekend
platform of his train or sunincluded .3 whistlestop tour
splashed autumn fairs along his
through Ohio and Michigan.
route, Bush stuck to his script.
Simultaneous to the Derwinski
He ripped into Clinton vigorously
announcement, the White House
a man who would raise taxes
as
disclosed that Bush would supply
the middle class, and blended
on
and
the Israelis with Apache
jabs-about the draft
occasional
in
Blackhawk helicopters, a move
record as governor
Clinton's
and
likely to reassure Jewish voters
of
Arkansas.
president's
the
worried about
"Every time the guy opens his
decision to sell F15 planes to
he promises a new progmouth
Saudi Arabia.
ram," Bush said. "But he hasn't
And on Friday night, he
for them.
announced he was sending legis- said how he'll pay
dollars
of
billions
need
He'll
own
his
cut
to
lation to Congress,
fax
increases
the
ond
be
more,
pay and th4ase_of other top government officials by 10 percent he"s already proposed.
"Where's he going to get the
"as a symbol of our understandRight out of your pockmoney?
ing of the concerns" of so many.
said.
he
ets,"
the
Veterans, Jews, victims of
And 'he folded the Democratic
recession. The White House
Congress in on his indictment.
seems nervous about all these
have a rubber-check Con"We'd
the
as
—
more
voters — and
gress and a rubber-stamp presipolls chart a continuing advandent" if Democrats win this fall,
tage for Bill Clinton a little more
he said.
than five weeks before the
..Added Tone. Clarke, the. carp-.
election.
ess spokeswoman,
paigePpr
Saturday
Two polls released
"The debate of this election is
showed Clinton holding to a solid

shifting slowly but surely from a
referendum on the economy and
George Bush's role to a debate
about what you do about it. And
when you get into that, a compare and contrast area, we'll do
better."
But even as Bush experimented
with his rhetoric, the contrast
between his standing in the race
and Clinton's was reflected in
their weekend schedules.
The president's train ride took
him through solidly Republican
parts of Ohio and Michigan as he
tried to shore up a shaky base.
Except for his final stop outside
Flint, Mich., his train went only
through congressional districts
represented by Republicans.
"Solidifying our support,"
was how Michigan GOP Gov.
John Engler described the political agenda of the whistlestop
tour. .But in contrast, Clinton
spent much of the weekend in
low-yield states that Derntcrats
usually only dream of carrying.
New Hampshire, Vermont,
Maine, South Dakota — only 14
electoral votes among them —
have usually long since been
written off as lost by most Democratic candidates by October.
(David Espo is an Associated
Press political reporter who has
covered presidential campaigns'
since 1980.)

HOLLY, Mich. — President
Bush was chugging through
Republican regions of the Midwest aboard the "Spirit of
America" when the White House
announced that Veterans Affairs
Secretary Edward J. Derwinski
had, in effect, jumped obligingly
from the train.
Booed this summer at an
American 'Legion convention,
.unpopular with the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, Derwinski had
become a drag on Bush's reelection bid. His departure for a
campaign job underscored Bush's
eagerness — and need — to find
a way to reverse Bill Clinton's
ads antage in the presidential
race.
As in many trailing campaigns,
Bush's aides point to polls that
By GEORGE GEDDA
show voter support soft for each
Assoctatod Prins Writer
- candidate, and say the -overWASHINGTON — There may be a new world oni,.r emerging hut', whelming majority of Americans
too
there's one issue left from the old order that sonic people find
beginning to pay
to • are only now
awful to think about. It is the issue of nuclear v4.-eaponty and how
attention to the election.
prevent its spread.
The voters are "just starting to
Despite the importance of the subject. it has received virtually no
say's Mary Matalin, the
listen,"
attentton from either major presidential candidate It seems likely, campaign's political director.
though, that the issue will come up over the next tour years, whoever
And the opportunities to shake up
wins.
race are numerous: a re-entry
the
For the mosrpart;-these- 3TC -heady times kir -31.4.•th..3-1•'-..- 4-k,:-4.311111,2t to. ROs-s-Perot:-debaTes-and as-yet
tlic'f.i.mhcr 01 couna minimum nuelear weapons stockpiles as w
unaired television commercials,
tries V.'llt1 3 nuclear arms capability. Last June. Pre,a.tent Bush and
any that try to exploit
in,-luding
cut..
Russian President Boris Yeltsin agreed to the
of the nuclear age.
And by one count, seven countries over the los: t.so years - Argentina. Brazil. North Korea. South, Africa. Beton... koloktiston
'and Ukraine — have either agreed to join the ru, L.r nonpreartfcrratton Irraty or to--accept the nuelear safetikar-d- th.t .• _Lr.caty
requires. Each as a history of pursuing or storing hu..1,..tr
But LeorrSinpcctor, of the Carnegie Endowment for int,I n otionol
Pe3i.:C-, points out that the news in the recent past ha nit be,•ri Uniformly favorable.
tainment as taught by medical
.u,h
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It was a
"The past two years have also shown that e‘en a
schools.
scene strangely reminiscent of
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(George Gedda has covered foreign affairs for The Associated Press
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Growing in
the Garden
by Cathleen
Lalicker

October is a
good time for
cleaning up,
prep for spring

Needfree inform:awn on
studentfinancialaid?

USDA lowers cotton estimate
By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) World cotton production is
expected to total 92.1 million
bales this marketing year, according to the latest estimate by
USDA's Foreign Agricultural
Service.
That's 1 million bales less than
had been estimated last month,
the report said, citing lower projections for the United States,
Mexico and Pakistan. However,
it's still the second highest production total recorded.
The estimate is 3.2 percent less
than last year's record crop of
95.2 million bales.
World cotton consumption is
projected to reach a record 88
million bales, which is 95,000
bales below August's estimate.
"The decreased forecast
reflects lower domestic use in
--Burma, where cotton textile production is expected to decline
steeply due to a severe shortage
of raw materials and energy," the
report said.
Total foreign exports are
expected to hit 16.4 million

October is one of my
favorite months to be out in
the garden. The air is cooler
and almost has a little nip
to it in the morning and
evening. Trees are changing
color-- from green to crimson and gold. Chrysanthemums in full bloom span the
autumn palette. For the gardener. October is # time of
preparation for the cDriiing
winter and the following
spring. It is a time to bring
order to the chaotic remains
of the late summer garden.
At first glance, this may
seem like an overwhelming
task. The more you stand
around and look at the
tangled mess of faded
perennials and worn-out vegetables the worse it will
look. Once you get out there
and start working you'll find
that the job isn't as bad as
it looks. Take the clippers
and cut back the browned
heads of old daisies and
going-to-seed phlox. Pull any
weeds and grass runners that
may be trying to sneak into
the flower beds. Mulch
everything. The great reward
of straightening up the garden in the fall is that the
garden stays orderly for
months afterwards. Weeded
areas stay weeded. Mulch
doesn't decompose seemingly
overnight, and plants grow
slowly and remain compact.
The vegetable garden also
needs atttention. Harden your
heart and pull up those
aging (and usually, by this
time, disgusting) tomato
plants. Harvest winter squash
and pumpkins. Plant cloves
of garlic. Before the first
frost, cut and dry parsley for
winter use. Give your empty
vegetable beds a thick blanket of shredded leaves to
sleep under until spring.
If you've had any houseplants outside during the
summer, bring them inside
before the weather gets much
cooler. Hose off the leaves
and check for and remove
any insects first. You don't
want to support a colony of
pests over the winter.
As you work in the flower
border remember to dig up
any tender summer bulbs you
may have planted, such as
dahlias, gladoli or begonias.
They can be stored in a
cool spot in plastic bags
filled with deep vermiculite,
until you are ready to plant
them next spring.
October is the month to
begin planting springflowering bulbs. Crocuses
and daffodils can be planted
anytime this month, but it is
best to wait until later in
the month when the weather
is cooler to plant tulips and
hyacinths.
In the unlikely event of a
dry October, perennials and
shrubs will need to be
watered. It's easy to forget
that the ground still dries
out between rains even when
the weather is cool. Dehydrated plants don't tolerate
cold snaps very well. When
folks notice blackened and
dead stems on their shrubs
in spring, they automatically
think the cause was the
winter cold. Extreme temperatures can cause die-back,
but so can drought in the
fall. The dry plants are weak
and in no condition to
handle the upcoming stress
of changing temperatures.
By the end of October all
the beds should be tidy and
put to rest until the spring,
when the bulbs you've
planted peek out above the
soil to greet the next gardening year.

Contact:
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050 U.S. 127 South, Suite 102
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-4323

fulfilled.
-China's Cotton Research
Institute introduced a new upland
cotton variety expected to
enhance yields.
-A strike among Mexico's
textile workers is expected to
adversely affect that country's
cotton consumption.

FARM
SCENE
bales, while the U.S. estimate is
expected to fall to 6.3 million
bales, 400,000 bales less than last
month's estimate.
"International cotton prices
fell steeply throughout August,
due primar:ly to excessive world
cotton stocks," the report said.
"World cotton production in
1992-93 is expected to exceed
consumption for the third consecutive year, raising stocks to their
highest levels since 1985-86."
Among factors influencing the
world cotton situation, the report
noted that:
-The Australian Cotton
Foundation initiated a program
designed to promote Australianproduced cotton textiles.
-China's State Council passed
legislation that will permit
cotton-producing provinces to
market a maximum 5 percent of
their cotton production, provided
that state purchase contracts are

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
number of cattle and calves on
feed for the slaughter market is
down 1 percent from a year ago
in the seven states that prepare
monthly estimates. They total
6.97 million head.
The Agriculture Department
also said in a mid-month report
that the number of cattle and
calves placed on feed in those
states during August totaled 1.64
million, up 12 percent from last
year.
Marketings of fed cattle during
August totaled 1.59 million,
down 7 percent_ from last year.
"This is the lowest August marketings since 1981," the report
said.
The seven states are Arizona,
California, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska and Texas.

The Fun Starts Here!
•
•
••
Express yourself with a cake that s perfect
for your celebration - you II find great
ideas in the 1993 Wilton Yearbook of
Cake Decorating. It s the reference book
for any baker or decorator 196 pages
of cake cookie, candy and dessert
for birt?ays weddings showers
anniversarie
ideas
and holidays
Easy step-by-step
instructions and over 1200 baking
and decorating products too'
Stop in today for your copy of this
exciting full-color publication
•

Murray Home & Au
753-2571
Hours: N-F, 7:30 om.-5:30 p.m.; Sot. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Chestnut St.

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON!

Wheat export support may be small
President Bush's announcement last week of $1 billion in
export enhancement funds for
wheat, ostensibly to bolster wheat
prices, is a step in the right direction, but may have limited impact
on wheat sales, according to an
extension agricultural economist
with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"Clearly, supporting wheat
exports is good news for U.S.
wheat farmers. But the potential
impact of the announcement on
wheat prices may have already
been drained by the trade's anticipation of the announcement,"
said Steven Riggins, extension
„grain marketing specialist.
In addition, he said, the world
prices of wheat has been so low
that few buyers may remain for
the subisidized U.S. wheat.

Those thick: crusty black
splotches and spots on the leaves
of maple trees may worry some
homeowners, but they shouldn't.
In fact, homeowners might
worry more if they didn't see
them, said John Hartman, extension plant pathologist with the
University of Kentucky's College
of Agriculture.
"The fungus that causes the
spot, Rhitisma acerinum, is very
sensitive to low levels of sulfur
dioxide air pollution," Hartman
said.
As a result, maple tar spot is
uncommon in certain urban and
industrial areas where high levels
of air pollution are concentrated,
he said. The presence of the spots
is an indicator of the absence of
such pollution.
Besides, he said, maple tar spot
is not very damaging to the tree.
Tar spot begins in early summer as light green or yellow spots
on the leaves of red, silver and
sugar maple trees, he said. It
becomes noticeable in late summer when the tar-like fungal stroma develops on the upper surfaces of the leaves. A related fungus, R. punctatum, appears as a
cluster of tiny black spots.
Infection begins from spores
produced on diseased leaves from
last season, Hartman said. Normally, they appear too late to
affect the health of the tree.
"Raking up and destroying diseased leaves should be all that is
needed to manage tar spot for
next season," he said.

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper •
Again.
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the bait that this announcement
represents and buy U.S. wheat is
questionable, particularly in light
of the most recent 'tensions
brought about by the proposed
U.S. sale of fighter planes to Taiwan .and Saudi Arabia. Saudi
Arabia has represented a profitable market for Chinese arms,"
Vantreese said.
Because the trade had anticipated the announcement for some
weeks, prices had been bolstered
by the prospects.
"The market had brought the
rumor and sold the fact that such
an announcement would be forthcoming. It is possible that wheat
prices will rally somewhat then
fall in a few weeks, should the
buyers not come forth to take the
U.S. wheat offered through the
export enhancement program."

"We've already lost much of
the market to the Canadians, Australians and Argentines. So how
much impact the announcement
will have long-term is debatable,"
Riggins said.
The Chinese, who could represent a substantial market for U.S.
wheat, are politically sensitive to
other- issues surrounding the U.S.
trade policy, including the threat
of U.S. trade sanctions if the
Chinese do not liberalize their
trade practices by Oct. 10. Should
the Chinese not liberalize thtir
policies by that date, the U.S. Ifas
threatened to impose a 100 percent tariff on products imported
from China, said Valerie Vantreese, with the UK College of
Agriculture' renter for Agricultural Export Development.
"Whether the Chinese will take

Don't worry about
the tar spots seen
with maple trees

THEY MAY CALL IT HAYFEVER, BUT
YOU CALL IT MISERY.
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

THE ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.
753-7451
HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT - 800-756-4AIR

IT S TIME TO

WINTERIZE

The

Farmer's Market

YOUR CAR

WINTERIZE SPECIAL:
We check hoses & cooling system, drain and flush
radiator & install anti-freeze down to -20° F (max. 6
quarts) for one low special price of

]Cattle
lb. 86.00.92.00; 500-600 lb. 82.00-90.00, lot of
23 head 560 lb. 91.00; 600-7013 lb. 76.00-84.00;
700-710 lb. 75.00-76.00; 800-870 lb.
65.00-76.00.
Small /I 300-4003 lb. 74.00.86.00; 400-500
lb. 74.00-83.00; 500-600 lb. 73.00-80.00;
600-700 lb. 72.00-74.00; 700-750 lb.
75.00-74.00.
Large 82250-375 lb. 80.03-81.00; 440-450 lb.
74.00-75.00; 560 lb. 74.00.
Feeders, heifers: Medium and large /1
200-300 lb. 86.00-113.00; 300-400 lb.
80.00-87.00; 400-500 lb. 78.00-86.50, most
80.00-85.00; 500-600 lb. 78.00-82.00; 600-700
lb. 72.00-77.00; 700-800 lb. 72.00-75.50.
Small /1 300.500 lb. 64.00-80.00; 500-600 lb.
65.00-72.00.
Medium 82300-500 lb. 70.00-75.00; 500-600
lb. 63.00-74.00.
Urge #2550 lb. 62.00

Listed below are figures from the Christian.
County Livestock Market. located in Hopkinsville, which have been provided by the FederalSlate Market News Service.
Figures listed are dated Sept. 23.
CATTLE AND CALVES (1047)
Compared to last week, slaughter cows steady
1.03 Iowa, slaughter bulls 1.03-2.00 lower, feeda steers and heifers oar steady.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking utility and commercial 2-4 40.00-43.00, high cutter and boning
utility 1-3 39.00-44.00, cutter 1-2 40.00-42.00,
canner and cutter under 800 lb. 32.00-38.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield grade 1 1650 lb.
indicating 80 carcass booing percent 58.00, yield
grade 1-2 1280-1600 lb. indicating 77-79 percent
50.00-55.00, yield grade 3 1850 lb. discontinued
due to excess and fill 48.50.
Feeders, Steers: Medium and large 11
150-250 lb. 121.00-138.00, 250-300 lb.
87.00-115.00; 303-400 lb. 97.00-105.00; 400-500

r
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$15.50
WE ALSO DO:
Oil Changes - Brake Work - Tuneups
Make Service Calls - Starters & Alternators
Sell New & Used Tires
• FULL & SELF SERVE GAS •

4".""WEST MAIN
%0 CHEVRON

753-2593

1417 Main St., Murray
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MBA

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L. lissitett, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the papenvork.

FREE.
TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFCE POI.Cv PROTECTS YOU:-THE PATENT AND ANY OTHER PE RSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE
OF AND WWI 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EMANATION OR TREATMENT NIHICH 13 PERFORMED AS A RESULT
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EMANATION OR TREATMENT.*

LCALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

I

HESKETr CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALUE

me

im

759-1116

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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Coo ier s waks at event

North Fork News

Mrs. Jenkins honored
on her 92nd birthday
By MRS. R.D. KEY
Murray Lodger & Timor Corresponclont

Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke of Murray spent Tuesday. Sept. 1, in
Morris Jenkins' home with Mrs.
Bertie:Jenkins. Kenny and Kim
Jenkins were also dinner guests.
Afternoon visitors were Oyna
Orr, Carlene Paschall. Peggy
Holley, Carlie B. paschall, Murl
Baker, Glynn and Larue Orr,
Estelle Morns and Linda Orr.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes were supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Mitch Sykes .on Labor
Day.
Visitors of Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
on Sept. 5 were Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Margaret Hughes, Katherene Etheridge, Dorothy
Harrelson, Lavern Smith and
Cheryle Jones.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee of
Paris, Tenn., were in Atlanta,
Ga., Sept. 6 to 9 for Rev. Lee to
speak in a revival there.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins was honored on her 92nd birthday on
Sunday, Sept. 6, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
Also present were Mr. and Mrs.

Xi Alpha Delta
has rush party
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held its rush party on Thursday. Sept. 17, at 6:30
p.m.
Three prospective members
present were Mitzi English, Cindy Clemson and Lisa Satterwhite.
A potted mum was presented
as a gift to each of the rushes.
A progressive dinner was held.
Hostesses were Anna Bailey. Sue
Smith and Linda Burns.
Eleven members were present.

ep.

JO'S DATEBOOK

rea Jo Burkeen

Tommy Jenkins and Adam, Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Jenkins, Jill and
Troy, Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Jenkins, Mallorie and Blake, and Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Miller.
Matthew Sykes spent Sunday
with Grandma Joetta Paschall and
attended church with her at North
Fork Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Morns Jenkins
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Adams
spent Wednesday at Union Cu.
Tenn.
A back yard social was held at
the home of the Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes on Aug. 29 with
112 jiersons present. Singing was
by the Heavenaires and Edd and
Mary Owen. Each one enjoyed
the fellowship, lots of good food,
and is looking forward to another
year.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and Pat Dalton spent Tuesday. Sept. IS, helping Susan Lee
with some things to do in their
new home at WI Blanton St..
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee moved trim 1314 Valleywood Dr., Paris, recently.
Mrs. Berue Jenkins is now at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Miller for a sus. She went there
Sept. 6 after being in the Morris
Jenkins' home _for a. while. .
Mr. and Mrs. Ja k Vv.y- att of
Nashville. Tenn . u.cre recent
guests of Mr and Mr, Glynn Orr
of Puryear, Tenn. The Res and
Mrs. Glynn Orr and son, Bryan.
of Murray. were dinner guests on
Saturday, Sept. 19
Jack Wyatt visited in my home
and also with the Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes on Saturday morning, Sept. 19.
Matthew Sykes spent Friday
night, Sept. 18, and Saturday.
Sept. 19, with the Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes.

liN1 Murray Today editor
The Science Fair Clinic will be held Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 7 p.m.
in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Ben Graves,
library director, says "if you are a middle school or high school student with any interest in science at all, I urge you to take advantage of
this opportunity. Come on down and find out how to start a project
that can compete at the state level."

Murray club plans homecoming dance
Murray Country Club will have its annual Murray State University Homecoming dance on Saturday, Oct. 3, at 9 p.m. This will feature a live band
from Nashville, Tenn., and complementing hors d'oeuvres. Admission will be
$20 per couple. Reservations should be made as early as possible and no
later than Friday, Oct. 2, by calling 753-6113.

CCHS Class of 1973 plans meeting
Members of the Calloway County High School Class of 1973 will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. This will be to plan for
the 20-year class reunion for 1993. All class members interested in helping
to plan this reunion are urged to attend. For more information call 753-5227
or 753-9909.

Cherry Corner plans •revival
Cherry Corner Baptist Church will have revival services starting Wednesday:Sept. 30, and continuing through Sunday, Oct. 4. The Rev. Paul Gunn.
Melva Cooper demonstrates with a pair of shoes her special fea- pastor of Irving College Baptist Church, McMinnville, Term., will be the
the services at 7 p.m., Wednesday through Saturday, and at
ture on "Shoe Painting and Decorating" at the "Stepping Out" evangelist for 1:30
p.m. on Round Up Sunday. Also on Sunday a record
11 a.m. and
luncheon of Murray Christian Women's Club on Tuesday, Sept. breaking attendance for Sunday School at 10 a.m. is planned, followed a
IS. at noon at Seven Seas. She was introduced by Marla Wallace. potluck meal at noon. The afternoon service will feature preaching and singCarol, Bethany and Sara Thompson presented special music. They ing. No evening service will be held. The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor,
sere introduced by Pat Wood. Kathy Kenimer of Paris, Ky., '.as invites the public to attend these special services.
special guest speaker. She was introduced by Lois Green. The next
Actors Guild will meet
luncheon will be Tuesday, Oct. 20, at noon at Seven Seas. Reserva- Young
tions should be made by Sunday, Oct. IS, with Fredi Loxett,
The Young Actors Guild will meet Thursday, Oct. 1, at 6 p.m7at Pagliai's.
753-3999, or Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930.
Drinks and tips will be paid, but money for pizza and other expenses should
be brought by the members. Immediately following at 7:30 p.m., YAGs will
depart for the Playhouse in the Park to view a dress rehearsal of 'Cheaper
By the Dozen' to begin at 8 p.m.

Singles will meet Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. Sept. 29, at
7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. Janice Turner will be the leader
for a discussion about 'Time Management.' Any singles who would like to
manage time-more effectively or busy singles who have tips to share are
encouraged to attend. The SOS is a support and social group for singles of
all ages, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide positive social interaction and support. All
singles are invited and encouraged to attend. For more information about
the location, call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Story Hour theme listed

THIS WEEK!
Cheaper by the Dozen
October 2-4,
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.
October 8-11
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Cafl

759-1752
PFAFF 1475 CD
Creative Designer
Now IBM Home Computer Compattee

Sugg.
Retail

Ntarian McAnallen

786 Hobbylock
Electronic Serger
viszya•

Sugg.
Retail

$1,099

$2,999

4, 3 or 2 Thread
w
You save S1,2cio.00

NOW BOTH FOR ONLY

$23899

5#91144'
4 Sewing Machine Co.
'We Sell The Best ARd Stn,ce The Rest
800-7301 or Ky. 1-800-8911-USEIV (81311) Out Of Stout 1-800-788.41041
Raialoud. Ky.
Hwy.Si Near 1.24

Have You Ever Read Your Bible Straight Through
From Genesis To Revelation In One Year/
You Are invited To Be OM Of A Group
Who WIN Do So
From Now Through August, 1993,
Reading The Version Of Your Choice.
Weekly Lecture and Discussion Monday Nights,
7:01-8:01
•

Fiat Presbyterian. Glturch
•

Fellowship Hall
1601 Main Street, Murray
Nursery Provided • No Tuition or Fees involved
'You are cordially invited to read along at your own
speed and participate in this
'Through the Bible in a Tror Class."
Dr. David Shepporson, Jr. - interim Minister

T

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
southifle Shopping Center • 733 6798

Victor McAnallen

Thailand missionaries
will speak Wednesday
Victor and Marian McAnallen
will be guest missionary speakers
at the church-wide potfaith (covered dish) dinner and special
program on Wednesday, Sept. 30,
at 5:30 p.m. in fellowship hall of
First Christian Church.
The McAnallens are missionaries from Thailand.
Rev. McAnallen is the coordinator for the Department of Education of the United Church of
Christ, Thailand. Mrs. McAnallen
is the manager of the Lao Song
Handicrafts Foundation of the
church there.
They have both served in
numerous capacities since they
first arrived in Thailand in 1957.
They exprect to retire this coming
year from the mission field.
Victor received his bachelor's
degree from Bethany College in
West Virginia and seminary
degree at Christian Theological

Seminary in Indiana which conferred an honorary Doctor of
Divinity degree for his outstanding service in Thailand. He also
earned a Masters of Education
from Peabody College, Nashville,
Tenn., and a Master's in Linguistics from the University of
Pittsburg.
Marian received her bachelor's
and master's degrees from Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
She also was ordained to the
ministry in 1957 along with her
husband.
The McAnallens will display
native arti-facts from Thailand
and have for sale native crafts
which arc a major source of
revenue for the people in 20 villages in their area.
June Vander Molen, youth
advisory council chair, will introdue the guest speakers.

Murray Country Club ladies
plan golf play on Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. Sept. 30, at 9:30 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Teo 1 • Mary Bogard, Diane Viltanova, Frances Hulse and Betty Jo
Purdorn.
Ti. 3 - bus Orr, Veneta Sexton,
Betty Lowry and Tonya Fike;
Ti. 4 - Toni Hopson, Terry Shinrat, Della Miler and Bony Soon;
Too 5 - Marvin Shorten, Anna

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTA:
SERVICE
M-S 9.00-5:00

Mary Adams, Norma Frank and Hazel
Hill,
Ti. 6 - Nancy Haverstock, Louise
Lamb, Edith Garrison and Ann Brown,
Tee - Martha Sue Ryan, Rebecca
West, Rebecca livan and Lois Keller.
Tee 9 • Patti Claypool. Marion
Poole, LaVern Ryan and Geri
Andersen.
Winners of play on Wednesday, Sept. 9, have been released
by Inus Orr, hostess, as follows:
Championship flight - Mary
Bogard, winner, Betty Lowry,
runner-up:
First flight - Margaret Shuffett,
winner, Veneta Sexton, •runnerup;
Second flight - Betty Hinton,
winner, Anna Mary Adams,
runner-up:
Third flight - Billie Wilson,
winner, Rowena Cullom, runnerup.
Fourth flight - Marion Poole,
winner.
Low putts - Toni Hopson.

Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director for Calloway County Public Library,
has released the theme for Story Hour for Tuesday and Wednesday. Sept.
29 and 30. It is 'Fall Is Here.' Story Hours are a book-centered enrichment
program for preschoolers, ages 3-5. The program consists of picture books,
fingerplays, games and crafts. A special shortened version is Parents and
Twos, designed for the toddler, age 2 and an adult. The adult helps the child
with listening and sitting skills. Story Hours are held on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Parents and Twos is also held on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 9:30 to 10 a.m. For more information, persons
may call the library at 753-2288.

Ladies Guild reservations needed
Ladies Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet Friday, Oct. 2, at 7
p.m. at Gleason Hall for a short meeting. The group will then go as a group
at 7:30 p.m. to see the play, 'Cheaper By the Dozen,' at Playhouse in the
Park. Reservations for the play by the Guild members should be made by
y,6.Sept. 28, by calling Sue Oswald, 753-4380, or Judy Krouse,
38
M5o9nd1a
7

Presbyterians plan Bible reading
First Presbyterian Church will begin a Bible Reading Group tonight (Monday) at 7:01 p.m. at the church fellowship hall. The weekly lecture and discussion will be from 7:01 to 8:01 p.m. There are no tuition or fees involved
and a nursery will be provided, according to Dr. David Shepperson Jr.. interim minister.

Woman's Club supper is tonight
Murray Woman's Club will open the new club year with a salad supper
tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Truela Poynter, president
of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, will be the featured speaker.
Music will be presented by the Music Department Chorus with Margie
Shown as director. Hostesses will be the Alpha and Kappa Departments.
Gerry Reed, president, and Eva Morris, first vice president, urge all members of all 10 departments of the club to attend.

Special program will be Tuesday
'Violence Against Women and Children' will be the focus of the third
annual 'Take Back the Night' on Tuesday, Sept. 29, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at Cutchin Field, adjacent to Curris Center on campus of Murray State
Unviersity. In case of rain, the event will be held indoors on the third floor of
Curris Center. Speakers, dramatic readings, music and candlelight vigil will
accent the evening. Speakers will include Senator Jeff Green, Kentucky
Domestic Violence Association President Helen Kinton, and MSU Women's
Center Director Kim Barrett. The event will be sponsored by Jackson Purchase NOW and MSU Women's Center. For more information call 753-7638 or
759-4509.

Special concert will be Tuesday
Kentucky's 200th anniversary will be celebrated by a faculty/guest artist
concert on Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Gina Scags Epifano, soprano,
who teaches and performs in Louisville, and Marie Taylor, pianist, will present 'A Kentucky Profile,' assisted by Randall Black, tenor, MSU faculty
member. Works of Stephen Foster, John Jacob Niles, Louis Moreau as well
as folk ballads and Shaker tunes will be performed. No admission will be
charged.

Republican meeting on Monday
A meeting of Calloway County Republican Party will be tonight (Monday)
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. A film about Dave Williams,
Republican candidate for the U.S. Senate, will be shown. The public is
urged to attend, said Max T. Canady, party spokesman.

West View service Tuesday
West View Nursing Home wiN have its first •service of remembrance on
Tuesday, Sept. 29, from 2:30 to 3 p.m. in the back lobby. This will be for all
families and friends of residents who have died at the nursing home. The
home plans to make this a semi-annual event, according to Carol York,
activities director, who invites the public to attend.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 9:30 am. This weekly event is for all interested pasons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

-••
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I tome winners are named

CALENDAR
Monday, Sept. 28
Public Hearing on Murray
school system's proposed general
fund tax levy for 1992-93/board
offices/noon.

Monday, Sept. 28
Group/7
Too
Single
p.m./Shoney's Restaurant. Info/
Celia, 753-6078, Sandy,
753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.

Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.

Reading/8:30
Poetry
p.m./Questionmarket.

Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.

Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p.m./First Christian Church.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
In

UMW of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church Crafts
Work Night/6:30 p.m.

Recovery, Inc./7 p.m./Red Cross
Office,
Mayfield.
Info/1-247-5469.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.

Dexter Center/senior
activities/10 a.m.

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise
and Reach-Out Callers IV/5 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Praise/8 p.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway 'County. Hospital/
Dresden, Tenn., 9-11 a.m. and
Palmersville, Tenn., 12:30-2:30
p.m.

First Christian Church events
include Boy Scout Troop 77 at
6:30 p.m.; EMC Committee and
Emmaus Team/7 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, 'South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

Murray High School events
include Deficiencies due; Golf
team at Marshall County;
Academic Match at Mayfield;
J.V. Footliall hosts Fulton City/6
p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Mother's Morning
Out/9 a.m.; Adult Exercise/5
p.m.; Adult Disciple Bible
Study/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day 0ut/9:30
a.m.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Murray State University Racer
Volleyball team plays Austin
Peay State/7 p.m./Racer Arena.

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Young Married Sunday
School Class/7 p.m. and
Puppets/8

Land Between the Lakes events
include Homeplace-1850, Woodlands Nature Center and Golden
Pond Visitor Center open daily.
Info/1-924-5602.

Winners of prizes at a recent meeting of Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club were MareIle Andrus, third left, for country garden flower arrangements, Delyte Humphreys, second right,
for orchid corsage, and MadeIle Talent, right, for azalea plant.
Wendell Gerald, manager and designer for Judy's Florist, was the
guest speaker. Hostesses were, from left, Marjory Sanders, Jimmie
Lee Carmichael and Mrs. Andrus. The next meeting of the Home
Department will be Thursday, Oct. 15, at 1:30 p.m.

Siville steaks to •rou

Tee 11 — Murrelle Walker group;
Ti. 12 — Mary Wells, Erma Tuck,
Bronda Parker and Sue Veasey;
Tee 13 — Irene Woods, Bonna
Yataes, Mary C. Lamb and Anna Lou
Coleman;
Tee 14 — Burlene Brewer, Sue
Lamb, Mary Alice Garner and Sue
Wells;

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.

Classes for international
students at local church
First Baptist Church of Murray, located at South Fourth and
Poplar Streets, is offering classes
to international persons at no
charge.
H.O.P.E.(Helping Others Practice English) meets Wednesday
nights in the Fellowship Hall on
South Fourth Street from 4:45 to
7:30 p.m. This offers Conversational English Classes, a free
Meal, and Optional Conversation
English Bible Class.
Friendship International meets
Wednesday mornings in the
church basement from 9 a.m.-12
noon and offers Conversational
English, Fellowship Time, Bible,

Crafts or Sewing Classes.
Chinese (Mandarin) Bible
Study is taught by Dr. and Mrs.
Louis (Miu) Cheng at the Bethel
Church Road home of Dr. and
Mrs. Bert Siebold each Friday
from 5:30 to 8 pm. for free dinner, recreation and a study of
"What Christians Believe".
Dr. and Mrs. Cheng teach a
Chinese (Mandarin) Sunday
School Class in the basement of
the church office on South Fourth
Street each Sunday at 9:45 a.m.
Transportation and childcare
are provided for each activity.
For more information call
753-1854 or 753-6487.

Need Line needs food items
The pantry supply at MurrayCalloway County Need Line
office is getting smaller, according to Kathie Gentry, executive
director.
With the opening of schools
and the winter season approaching, requests for food usually
increase. Items needed include
powdered milk, instant potatoes,
spaghetti, spaghetti sauce and
hand soap.

Need Line helped a total of
190 children with supplies at the
beginning of the school system,
Gentry said.
Persons having items to donate
may take them to the Need Line
office, located on the bottom
floor of Weaks Community Center, between the hours of 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call
753-6333.

Aurora school plans reunion
A reunion of Aurora High
School, located in Marshall
County in Aurora, is planned for
Saturday, Oct. 3, at Country
Kitchen, Draffenville.
This is open to all students
who ever attended the school dur-

ing the years of 1922 to 1941. A
social hour will be from 2 to 4
p.m. with the meal, each one
ordering from the menu, at 4 p.m.
No reservations are necessary.
For more information call Damon
Harrison, 759-4584.
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4173

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30
•

•

•

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 23, have been
released by Bonna Yates, hostess,
as follows:
Championship flight • Laura
Parker, first, Jan Ochoa, second:
First flight - Ada Roberts, first,
Sue Wells, second;
Second flight - Bronda Parker,
first, Joanne Honefanger, second;
Third flight - Crystal Parks,
first, Bobbie Burks, second.

ncers and Gamma Beta Phi honor
society.
As an undergraduate, she
maintained a 3.5 grade-point
average and was a Dean's List
student. Now,with a 3.6 gradepoint average, she is a previous
recipient of the Buron (Boots)
and Modest Clark Jeffrey
Scholarship.
The Ohio River Valley Safety
Council Scholarship is awarded
annually by the MSU Foundation
to the student of occupational
safety and health.

THERMALINE
Replacement
Windows
and

Vinyl Siding
Why pay high prices from
out of state? You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
energy-saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings right now!
Call

759-4433

Free Estimates
Financing Available

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537
Crystal Wilson competed in the 1992 All American Girl and Boy
Kentucky State Pageant held at Somerset. Her wins included Kentucky State Overall Photogenic Winner for ages 3 to 25 and Most
Funded Delegate for the good luck messages sent in by friends for
the state program book. Her gifts have included a color television,
four official state stophies, two state banners, two professional
modeling portfolio photography packages, a rhinestone tiara, and
registration fees into the national competition to represent Kentucky at White Plains, N.Y. She lives in Burnside with Ron and
Emma Lou Jones and is the daughter of the late William Charles
Wilson of Murray. She is a third grade student at Southern
Elementary, Somerset.

ORMAS
PAINTS
Come See ANNA She Has
20 Years Experience With
._HyKiasPaint
\

SALE 47.90
POST IMPRESSIONS® PERM
Reg $55 Haircut shampoo and style
included Long hair and design.wraps
additional charge
This week only. during JCPenney Days'
19 90 tor shampoo, haircut and style'
Sole Wheels,through Sot,October btl.

All Murray Customers Receive
Discount
20%
On Paint Purchases

llobstylo by JCPionnoy Stylist
Tbostonitost, Mislay Myles.IL

Large Selection Of In-Stock Wallpaper & Borders

Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Glendale at WhIln•11

Tile 16 — Mabel Rogers, Doris
Rose, Crystal Parks and Martha Enix;
Tie 17 — Laura Parker, Grace
James, Bobbie Burks and Hazel
Beale.
Tee 18 — Sue Stone, Ada Roberts,
Isabel Parks and Agnes Payne

Goff presented Ohio River
Valley Safety Scholarship

Kimberly Oles Goff of Murray
has been awarded a $300 Ohio
River Valley Safety Council
Scholarship for the 1992-93
academic year at Murray State
University.
The daughter of Gene and
Joanna Cohopn of St. Charles,
Mo., formerly of Murray, she is a
graduate student in safety and
health engineering at Murray
State. Upon earning her master
s degree, she plans to pursue a
career as a safety engineer.
Goff attended Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, before earning
a bachelor's degree from Murray
State in radio-television in 1987.
She has been named a Kentucky
.141L
Colonel and has been listede in
A group of 20 Seventh and Eighth Graders from First Baptist Who's Who Among American
Church heard Murray State University Basketball senior Scott College and University Students.
Siville speak on "School and Success." He presented a program
She has served as alumni
using questions and answers to discuss peer pressure, studying
adviser for Alpha Omicron Pi
and discipline to be the best. He told the group of the importance
sorority and as a graduate assisof practice to be a winner and stressed importance of respect for
tant for school relations and
adults, parents, teachers and friends. Attending were Autumn
alumni at the university. AddiAlcott, Kelley Travis, Mark Stockton, Gus Jones,"Ryan Domescik, tionally,- she is a member of
Bryan Dennison, Rebecca Miller, Josh Hogsed, Craig King, American Society of Safety EngiSamantha Hogsed, Robin Ragsdale, Jonathn Marcum, Jeff
Hedges, John Eric Yezerski, Stephanie Walters, Kim Howard,
Robert Howard, Mary Kay Howarad, David Crouch and Stephanie Hill. The youth leaders are Becky Garvin, Susie Malone and
Kathy Adams.

Wilson wins honors
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Golf and bridge play are
scheduled by Oaks ladies
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
Sept. 30.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
with Kathryn Outland as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Bronda Parker as hostess.
Any one not listed in the
lineup but desiring to play may
come and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:

Tuesday, Sept. 29
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.

Christian Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richard, 759-9994,
or Joan, 759-1345.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 211, 1992

f
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Mayfield Paint &
Wallpaper
From \Iiirra on 121 Turn Hight At :Ird Stoplight E. %%Myr St.
NlasterCarti & Visa Accupted

ney
JCPen
Styling Salon
NEXUS
ry
• CICI

o,
,
IC Pon

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811
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Health Matters
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Have a mammogram for your peace of mind

;of

Over 180,000 c ses of
breast cancer are proj tea
to oe diagnosed in 1992
46000 women die of the
disease
Since October is
National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, MurrayCailoway County Hospital is
tokl^g the opportunity to
educate women in the
regio n about the importance
of early detection of breast
cancer.
During Ociober,the
nospital is extending hours so
6C more women will be able
to have their first mammography screening Any
woman over 35 years of age
who has never had a
mammogram and is
symptom free should call
Their physician now and ask
for a referral for a
Mammogram
On Thursday, October
15th and Saturday. October
24th, mammography
screening hours will pe 80 m
to 3 pm HOurS will be
e*tended every Wednesday
Ounng October from 2 30
pm to 4 30pm
The cost of a
screening mammogram is
S63 and this is covered by
most insurance companies.
however,check your specific
pol,cy
Early detection
OrOv des the best opportunity
to treat breast cancer
successfully
"Every woman is at
risk for breast cancer and risk
increases with age," says Dr
Prue Kelly, one of three

board certified radiologists at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital "By following a
simple three-step early
detection program. many
women could save their own
lives.SChedule regular
mammograms -- Once is not
enough! Have an initial
screening mammogram by
age 40, one every year or
two to age 49 and every
year after 50
2) Practice monthly breast
sett-examinations -- A
woman s physician can show
her the proper method
3) See a physician for regular
breast examinations -- at
least every three years until
age 40, then every year
Mammography is. a
safe, simple procedure using
low-dose X-rays to show any
abnormalities of the breasts
Mammography can detect
even the smallest lump in the
breast tissue up to two years
before it can be felt
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital mammography center is accredited
by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals
and the American College of
Radiology The mammography center has two
dedicated systems and
which are checked annually
by a radiation physicist
The hospital is listed
with the American'Cancer
Society as a certified

We Lend Support
atatieeineit Disease inionnation
Educational Meeting
Tuesday, October 13
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Bawd Room
Support Group Meeting
Tuesclay,October 27
430 p.m.
Pate Dining Room
Adult Day Care(FREE)for Alzheimer's patients
ounng Alzheimer Meetings.
Call Shared Care(502)753-0576
For inlomiabon about Atzharler's Dsaase
meetings,contact Cindy Ragsclaa,(502)
762-'100 or Joretta Randolph,(502)753-5561
Cardiac Support Ciroup
Tuesday,October 13
"Adrancementsri CaldlEIC Testing"
By Patsy Massey. Supervaor d
MCCH Cadac Graphics Lab
Hospital Bawd Room
10am
Cor,tact Shirley Lamb,(502)762-1170.
Cancer Support Group
Tuesday,October6
ciroup suppoe
Tuesday, October 20

manimography center All of
our radiologists are board
certified by the American
College of Radiology and the
technologists performing the
mammography screening is
certified by the American
'Registry of Radiologic
Technologists
Appointments will be
made by physician referral
Only on a first come,first
served basis The doctors
office will call and schedule
your appointment Call
foday to get the time most
convenient for you

FACTS ABOUT
BREAST CANCER
Doctors recommend this threeHow much do you know about
step
early detection program:
is
probanswer
The
cancer?
breast
ably "not enough:' because few peo- Schedule regular mammograms—
ple like to think about the subject. your first screening mammogram by
But your health, and your life or the age 40, one every year or two to age
life of a woman close to you, may de- 49, and every year after 50;
pend on knowing a few simple facts. Practice monthly breast selfexamination— your doctor can show
Did you know that,..
•One out of every nine American you the proper method;
women will develop breast cancer in See your doctor for regular breast
examinations—at least every three
her lifetime.
• Breast cancer can occur without any years until age 40, then every year.
warning signs, and more than 800/6 of
breast lumps are not cancerous.
•If breast cancer is diagnosed and
treated early,- the five-year survival
rate is more than 900741.
• Modern mammography can reveal
small breast cancers up to two years
Average-size breast lump found by
before they can be felt.
regular breast self-examination
•
October is National Breast Cancer
Average-size breast lump found
Awareness Month, a good time to get
by getting regular mammograms
the facts. To find out more about
There is no need to be afraid to breast cancer, ask your family doclearn about breast cancer. The facts tor, or call these toll-free numbers:
are encouraging and reasssuring. If American Cancer Society at (800)
you remember only one thing about ACS-2345 or the National Cancer
breast cancer, it should be this: your Institute at (800) 4-CANCER. For
best protection is early detection. Ear- information free of charge, write to
ly detection provides the best oppor- the ICI Pharmaceuticals Group
tunity to treat breast cancer Breast Cancer Education Center, PO
successfully, and a diagnosis often Box 57424, Washington. D.C. 2W36
does not mean removal of the breast.

MAMMOGRAPHY CENTER
MEETS RIGID STANDARDS

A MCCH is accredited by the
Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals.
A MCCH's mammography
center is certified by the
American college of
Radiology.
A MCCH radiologists are
board-certified by the
American College of
Radiology.
A All technologists are
registered and state
certified.
A Our mammography
equipment consists of two
dedicated systems.
A Our mammography
equipment is checked on
an annual basis by a
radiation physicist.

Miracle Moments

;Aro

C

ommunity events

' '.
MURRAY let
CALUMNY

Saturday Seminar: Norplant
Saturday, October 24
Dr. Rob Korolenh, a family practitioner at
MCCH, will present information about this innovative
form of birth control Norplant prevents pregnancy
for five years and is easily implanted. To learn more
about Norplant, preregister for either 9:30 or 11 am.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Hospital Education Unit, Third Floor
To register for this free seminar, call Health
Promotions at (502) 762-1384.

/
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3-4 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Ro5eR.N.(502)762-1389
Larrigectones* Support Group
Fnday, October 9
4130 p.m
Hospital Prtvais Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingie, F.or Dixie Hookns,
speech pathologist (502)762-1100
Parkinson's Support Gooey
Friday, October 23
400 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Cali Dore Kopkins speech pahologist or
Arm Inc* RN,at (502) 762-1100
Compassionate Friends
Thursday,October 22
730 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contwt Rebecca Chuittl. Chaplain,
(502)762-1274
Illareatremont Support Group
Every Wednesday
930-11 arn.
Hospice Oflias. 3rd floor
Contad Nancy Rose 1-4oscira Dm-1o(
(502) 762-1389

facc184(

HE KNOWS THE RIGHT CCC7OR FOR YOU

In KY dial: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN dial: 1-800-544-MCCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory

Hergia.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, pulse and
two hour blood sugar screenings at
all of its stops during the month of
October
As a screening, the two hour
blood sugar test is free of charge
under the following conditions
-annually if family history of
diabetes exists
-anytime there is a 20 pound
weight change
-every three years under all other
conditions
If you are a known diabetic,
you can have your blood sugar
monitored on the health if you
attain a written prescription from
your physician and file it with the
Health Express nurse. Your
physician will specify the frequency
for monitoring on the prescription.
A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
64. This screening detects blood in
the stool.
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest
stages when there are no
symptoms of disease. If you are
experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.

•

Monday, October 5
Murray
Ptggly Wiggly
811 30 a m & 12 30-3 p m
Tuesday, October 6
Fancy Farm
Bank of Fancy Farm
9-11.30 a.m
CDhuabplim
Dublin
Chapman s Grocery
12 30-2 30 o m
Wednesday, October 7
New Concord
er
-C3oprnm
8 30-11 a.m.
Olympic Plaza
12
B4
M
311.b3s
rr0ay
Thursday, October 8
Aurora
Kenlake State Park
8:30-11:30 a.m.
Aurora
Harrington's One Stop Grocery
, [I rn
Monday. October 12
Rumpus Mills
Farmer & Merchants Rani‘
9 11 a m
Dover
Unct Joe s Store
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Tuesday. October 13
Murray
Weak s Center
9-1 1 30 a.m
()Aside 1230-3 p.m
Wednesday, October 14
Paris
Wal-Mart
91' 30 a m 8, 12 30-3 p m
Thursday, October 15
Murray
Post Office
8-11 30 a m. & 12.30-3 p m
Thursday, October 22
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8-11:30am 8 12.30-3 pm.
Monday, October 26
Tri City
In City Grocery
10 30 a m -12 noon
Lynn Grove
Crawford s Service Station
1 3p m
Wednesday, October 28
Puryear
Community Center
810-11 am
Whitlock
Johnnie Lee s Grocery
12-30-2 30 p m
Thursday, October 29
Murray
Court Scuare
8 1' 30 a m & -1 30 3 o m

1
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Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
classes listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classesand fees may bepaid at thefirst class.
Theseclassesare part ofa gift package valued at over
$200 which is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment
Plan participants
If you would like to receive this valuable gift package
and become a prepayment participant, stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
ProgramIf you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant, you are still welcome to attend the classes at
the fees listed
For class information and pre-registration. call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502)762-1385.
Pre-register for:
*Prepared Childbirth Class($35)
Option 1:Mon.,October5, 12, 19&26
Option 2: Thurs.,October 1.8, 15622
7-9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
*Cesarean Birth Class: Wed, Oct. 14, 7-9 pm (S15)
*Parenting Class: Wed., Nov. 11 & 18, 7-9pm ($10)
*Sibling Class: Sat... Oct 24, 10-11 a.m.(Free)
*Refresher I: Mon.,Oct. 12619,7-9pm ($10)
*Refresher II. Thurs.. Oct.8615, 7-9pm ($10)
•Post-Partum Exercise Class($17)
(Call(502)762-1139 to schedule)
*Prenatal Nutrition ($10)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class($15)
Six weeksafter you've had your ba by or
after you stopped breast feeding. you
can safely begin the three week postpartum weight loss class. Theclass is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call(502) 762-1533 to schedule.
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour(Free)
*Miracle Moments Newsletter(Free)
*Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)

MURRAY
CAILOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
002) 762-1100
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Autopsy of girl
is put on -hold

Estonian bank note honoring K.E. von Baer, 2 Krooni, 1992
By Dr. Joseph T. Fuhrmaan
Do you remember when the Berlin Wall came down on November
28, 1989? Freedom-loving people
were thrilled. The "evil empire"
itself collapsed the following year.
More cheers. Numismatists had an
additional reason to rejoice. We
knew that each of the fifteen
republics of the ex-USSR would
soon be issuing its own money. I
have yet to see coins issued from
these lands. But I have acquired a
fair amount of paper money. The
result, frankly, is a bit disappointing.
At the outset, I must say that the
Soviet coins and paper notes which
circulated throughout all fifteen republics before 1991 were usually
quite attractive. The bills were bold
in design, simple in layout, rich in
detail. Paper and workmanship
were good for time and circumstances. The symbols — Lenin,
scenes of the Kremlin, the hammer
and sickle — were politically disgusting, but well done artistically.
Color schemes were often striking.
By contrast, the new money of
Ukraine, Belarus (once called "Belorussia"), Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia are disappointing. To be
fair, they and the other newly

independent states had to establish
currency systems quickly. Some of
the new republics call their first
efforts at a new currency "paper
coupons," as if to promise that
regular currency, when it appears,
will be better. I hope so.
The face sides of the Ukrainian
"coupon" series of 5, 10,25 and 50
karanovtsi dated 1991 offer a female figure gazing into the distance.
The reverse sides display a famous
cathedral at Kiev flanked by smaller
churches. These small coupons
(4x2") are bland, though they may
be good investments since few
people usually bother to save such
ugly material.
"Coupons" from Lithuania are a
bit more satisfying. Lithuania was
independent from 1918 to 1940; her
most recent currency has resurrected the national symbol: a horse
with rider brandishing a sword. The
3 taionas note with two cranes
(1991) is rather attractive. By contrast, a three-coupon series(10.20
and 50 label's)is almost incredibly
inferior in design and production. A
6-coupon series honoring the
Olympics features interesting athlete scenes, but for my.taste they are

too close to what one expects from
stamps.
All in all. Ukraine and Lithuania
have a long way to go in developing
a quality currency. Ditto for Belarus. Her paper coupons also offer
a horse and rider as a national
symbol, this one sporting an additional helmet and shield. The hare
on the 1 ruble coupon and two
wolves on the 5 ruble coupon (both
1992), are interesting, but designs
on the face side are anemic and
uninspired.
Finally,a word about Estonia and
Russia. Recent 1 and 2 krooni
Estonian notes are well designed,
full sized, and of satisfactory quality. They offer portraits of prominant Estonians and buildings which
are famous there. Russian notes are
extremely close to the Soviet bills
issued before 1991. The quality is
still good or better, and for the
moment,at least, we still get Lenin.
Art reflects life. The currency of
these six republics reflects change
coming at a rate faster than the
occasional ability of the people in
question to cope with that change.
Americans understand their difficulties; we wish every people well.
Those of us who collect coins and
paper money have an extra insight.

International Bluegrass
Music Awards
Entertainer of the Year
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Best Vocal Group
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Best Instrumental Group
California
Best Male Vocalist
Del McCoury
Best Female Vocalist
Laurie Lewis
Song of the Year
"Blue Train" by The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Album of the Year
"Carrying the Tradition" by
The Lonesome River Band
Best Recorded Event
"Slide Rule" by Jerry
Douglas
Best Instrumental Recording
"Slide Rule" by Jerry
Douglas
Instrumentalist-Banjo
Tom Adams
Instrumentalist-Bass
Roy Huskey Jr.
Instrunientalist-Dobro
Jerry Douglas
Instrumentalist-Fiddle
Stuart Duncan
Instrumentalist-Guitar
David Grier
Instrumentalist-Mandolin
Sam Bush

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
dominated the 1992 Bluegrass
Music Awards ceremony in
Owensboro's new RiverPark
Center, with the band and a member capturing a total of four
awards.
The band repeated as the top
vocal group Thursday night and
also took the best entertainer and
best song awards.
A member of the band, Stuart
Duncan, was also voted the top
instrumental performer in the
fiddle category during the third
annual bluegrass industry awards
ceremony.
"Blue Train" off the band's
album "Home of the Blues" won
as the top song in balloting by a
panel of professional bluegrass
musicians.
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
had also been nominated for top
instrumental group, top song, top
album and instrumental recording
of the year.
The Lonesome River Band's
album "Carrying the Tradition,"
was the top album of the year
while the band California won as
the year's top instrumental group.
Laurie Lewis won as top female
vocalist while Del McCoury was
named the top male vocalist.

Contract Bridgc
Famous Hand

Jerry Douglas the award as top
dobro player while his album,
"Slide Rule," won both as the
top recorded event of the year
and the top instrumental recording of the year.
Alison Krauss and Union Station went home empty-handed,
missing a chance to repeat as
year's top entertainer. The band
had been nominated as top instrumental group, Krauss was nominated for top fiddle player and
female vocalist and band member
Adam Steffey was nominated for
top mandolin player.
Krauss had been one of three
hosts for the event.
The third annual ceremony was
held for the first time in the new
$17 million RiverPark Center in
downtown Owensboro. The complex overlooks the Ohio River
and includes a 1,500-seat auditorium, offices for the International
Bluegrass Music Association and
an extensive bluegrass music
museum.

Cave fire kills
17-year-olds
ST. PAUL, Minn.(AP) — Two
17-year-old girls were apparently
killed by a fire inside a cave
where young people hold parties,
authorities say.
The bodies of Ann Marie Fries
and Jill Huntington were discovered Saturday, police spokesman
Paul Adelmann said. The cave,
near downtown St. Paul, was
filled with smoke from a fire that
may have depleted it of oxygen,
police said.
The cause of the fire was not
immediately known.

West led his fourth-bestclub, won
South dealer.
by East with the ace, and East reNeither side vulnerable.
turned the eight, also his original
NORTH
fourth-bestclub. Declarer played the
•A J9632
jack and West, after excruciating
• '11 K873
thought, concluded that South had
•52
started with the J-10-9-7. He there45
fore trucked the jack, hoping to score
EAST
WEST
three more club tricks later on.
•84
•Q105
Alas, this proved to be a serious
W A652
p1094
miscalculation when declarer won
•43
•76
+A10984 all the remaining tricks. Afterward,
401(Q632
West angrily contended that East
SOUTH
should have returned the ten ofclubs,
*K7
not the eight, but East was in no
QJ
mood to discuss this debatable con• AKQJ1098
tention.
4J 7
At the second table, where the
The bidding:
East-West pair were not nearly so
North East
South West
famous — and, in fact, were not faPass
Pass
Pass
3NT
mous at all — the defense functioned
Opening lead — three of clubs.
Bridge is not like tick-tack-toe, much more effectively.
Here too, South opened the bidwhere there is always a clearly correct play and no room for argument. ding with three notrump. Again the
Bridge is a much more complicated opening lead was the three of dubs,
game, and there is room for major and again the eight was returned by
differences of opinion in both the East. But at this table, West did not
find the defense to be either difficult
bidding and the play.
Consider this deal from the or complicated.
He won the jack with the queen,
Vanderbilt team championship. At
thefirsttable,sitting East-West,were continued with the king,and played
two world-famous experts — whose another club.So the contractquickly
names are mercifully omitted — de- went down two,and West wenton to
fending against South's opening bid the nextdeal withouteven bothering
to look around for applause.
of three netrump.
Tomorrow: Try the impossible.
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MORGANFIELD, Ky.(AP)-An autopsy for a body tentatively
identified as that of a missing
teen-ager has been postponed
until today, police said.
A body thought to be that of
Patricia K. Johnson, 16, was
found floating in a remote stream
Saturday, and her brother-in-law
was charged with murder and
kidnapping, police said.
Johnson had been missing
since Sept. 14, when she failed to
return from school, Morganfield
police investigator Jeffery Hart
said.
Hart said a conflict prevented
the autopsy from taking place in
Madisonville Sunday.
Toni Lee Parrish, 26, of Morganfield, was arrested Saturday
afternoon, police said. He was
being held in the Union County
Jail without bond.
The body was found at around
11:30 a.m. CDT, about two miles
north of Kentucky 1508 near
Dekoven in the Dennis O'Nan
Ditch, a tributary of the Ohio
River.
Scarberry said the body could
have been in the water since the
day Johnson disappeared.

The Nashville Bluegrass Band takes top honors

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1992

Teen kills baby
with punches
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A 17-yearold man, apparently angry at his
girlfriend over a TV program,
fatally punched the girl's
3-month-old daughter, police
said.
Andre Bolin was charged Sunday with murder. He admitted
punching the infant, Nakita
McClure, several times in the
abdomen, police said.
"He was angry with his girlfriend, the baby's mother, over a
television program or some such
nonsense and he took it out on
the baby," homicide Detective
Gary Stittum said.
The baby was coughing and
semi-conscious when she was
taken to a hospital in critical condition Friday. She died later in
the day.
Bolin had said the baby had
drunk too much bath water while
he was bathing her, police said.

TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 29, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE work carefully. Luckily, you are in
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A the right place at the right time!
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
long-overdue reunion or reconciliation lies just ahead. You and your Material rewards may be a handicap
family draw closer together as in building a relationship with someDecember approaches. Devote more one new. Do not try to rush things.
time to your love life and social con- Stay within the timetable you previnections. You will have to make a ously set. Others may not undermajor career choice early in 1993. stand your agenda.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22
Expect to take on extra work
responsibilities next spring. New Answers will come more easily if
partnerships thrive in June. Count you are willing to listen to others'
on romance intensifying over the opinions. Try to get someone to
summer. Wedding bells ring out in accompany you when mountain
climbing or hiking. Be wary of
the fall.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON romance on the rebound.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: TV host Bryant
Gumbel, rock star Jerry Lee Lewis, The emphasis today is on avoiding a
actor Larry Linville, actress Made- showdown. Issuing an ultimatum
will only stir up a hornets nest.
line Kahn.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): Ignore any challenges sent your
Separate need from fancy and use way. You have plenty to attend to
your resources judiciously. Take any now.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
obstacles in stride in order to fulfill
your commitments. Friendly chats 21): Keep your reactions under conshine the spotlight on shared inter- trol when dealing with unreasonable
or boastful people. Safeguard your
ests.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): resources. Half-hearted efforts will
You can do an excellent job if you bring mixed results.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
ignore other people's boasting, comYou can swing the scales in
19-f:
The
interfere.
to
plaints and attempts
happier you are, the more you will your favor by taking a more humble
and constructive approach. Recogaccomplish.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): nize what your talents are truly
Hokl your horses! If you try to make- worth. You have an uncanny.knack
a move now, you could be mowed for ferreting out secrets.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
over by your co-workers or cornpetitors. Open up new lines of com- Someone could challenge your
munication. Passions intensify ideas. Stand firm and speak up!
Influential people will be impressed
tonight.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): by your independence and originaliBecome a go-getter and some won- ty. You know exactly how to handle
derful opportunities will drop in a delicate situation.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 21):
your lap. Wait a little longer before
revealing a family secret to a friend. Your enterprising spirit and determiKeep your temper when dealing nation bring in muctv-needed cash.
Something you accomplish today
with youngsters.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Consoli- lets you begin the weekend in a
date your position at work before happy mood. Give romance a
trying any power plays. Success chance to develop at its own pace.
depends on your doing your homeTODAY'S CHILDREN thrive on harmony and will be unhappy if they
cannot find order and peace in their lives. Outgoing and good-natured. these
youngsters have many friends and admirers. Yet, those who think they can
see through these Libras are in for a surprise. They are not as easy to read as
you may think! These Libras maintain high standards in both business and
their personal lives. They expect family members and friends to live up to
the same code of honor.

4.40.

Today and hires
To order a re% ised and updated copy of Jeane Doton's hest-selling hook "Yesterday.
postage and handling
Cr• How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Man.- send 58 95 plus SI
Make checks pa%able
to Dixon. do Andrews and McMeel. PO Box 419150. Kansas City, Mo. 64141
Andrews and Mc Mod.

To report local news — 753-1916

"Since you're
here all the
time anyway, ‘f,\
d
we decide(
to give you
an office."
EL

development is renown in the industry for
If your copier needs frequent service...
creating innovative copiers that work.. and
yen need a better center i Of course, no
machine is perfect. But Toshiba has come work...and keep on working.
If you're frustrated with your current
as close to trouble-free operation as you
copier — or have simply outgrown it —
can get. What's more,Toshiba designs its
you owe it to yourselfto take a look at
like
a
to
clamshell.
wide
open
copiers
a
Toshiba today. antact us for a noThis gives you quick access to all major
obligation copier demo...
components.. without getting
TOSHIBA and see how you can learn
your clothes dirty!
COPIERS to love copying again!
Toshiba research and
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
"Ask your neighbors about their Toshiba"

Mayfield
247-5912

Ky. 1-800-633-7296
Tenn. 1-800-858-0492
FAX 1-502-247-0409

Phillip Jones, Sales Representative (1502)753-3168

SPORTS
Dunson & Co. dashes through Murray
MTSU runs over MSU 66-6
to 1-3 and 0-2 in the OVC with
the
loss. "It's like being in a fight
Murray Lstagor & Times Stall Witter
that you lose, you get beat up and
donI like it. It makes you sick."
Three minutes.
Sick may' very well described
That's as long as it took Murmood when a firstMahoney's
red
ray State's new thoroughb
mascot, Racer One, to make his quarter gamble turned bad: bad in
a way which saw the nation's
pre-game introductory lap around
10th-ranked team in Division
and
track,
the Stewart Stadium
1-AA turn a failed fake punt
nearly the same amount of time
that Middle Tennessee State attempt into 21 first-quarter
points-- all in the time span of a
needed in getting the upperhand
over three minutes.
little
enroute to whipping the homea fourth-and-13 situaFacing
standing Racers 66-6 Saturday
tion on their own 39-yard line
night in an Ohio Valley Conferwith -10:21 remaining in Saturence game.
While the new-edition Racer day's scoreless opening period.
Mahoney decided to throw cauOne, who succeeds Violet Cacto the wind and called for
tion
I,
tus, Nano , Duster and Racer
punter Taylor Colby to hit free
had to slow down to dodge wayward fans in front of the stands safety Tyrone Young with a pass
during his pre-game lap, the Blue out in the flats.
It was a mow., Nlahoney said
Raiders (now 2-1 and 2-0 in the
the post-game press conferin
OVC) had bide standing between
ence, which he 'thought would
them and the goal line Saturday
work after studs mg MTSU's punt
night as they amassed nearly 500
on film.
rush
handing
in
yards in total offense
"In their earlier games. they
Murray State their worst home
had sent 10 guys and not checked
loss ever and their worst loss
for
the fake. We dklu't think they
68-0
them
beat
Louisville
since
were going to check Tyrone." he
in. 1990.
said.
"We got our butts whipped,"
said Racer head coach Mike
on page lit
Mahoney, who saw his team fall' (Cont'd

By MICHAEL BANKS

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

for 187 yards on 14 carries, struggles to get into the end zone in the first half while
Middle Tennessee's Walter Dunson (16), who rushed
avoiding safety Tyrone Young (9).
dragging Murray State linebacker Allen Johnson (54) and

Pirates clinch third-straight division title
ignominious three-peat — losing
the National League tale again.
AP Sports Writer
The Braves' magic number is
Pittsburgh is already back in down to two after their second
the PlayOffs. Nov. it's Atlanta's - straight 2-1 win in 10 innings
turn.
over the San Diego Padres.
The Pirates clinched their third
Atlanta is off today before lookconsecutive division title Sunday ing to clinch the West in a threewith a 4-2 win over the New game series at home against the
York Mets. Now they can focus San Fransisco Giants.
their attention on avoiding on
The Pirates celebrated only
By CHRIS SHERIDAN

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
Montreal 1. Chicago 0
(1) St. Louis 8, Philadelphia 1
(2) Philadelphia 6. St. Louis 5
Pittsburgh 4, New York 2
Houston 4, Los Angeles 2
Atlanta 2. San Diego 1 (10)
Cincinnati 3,. San Francisco 2
briefly in their clubhouse.
"We celebrated the division in

1990 and 1991," Andy Van
Slyke said. "This team wants to
move on more now than we ever
have."
The Reds, who trail Atlanta by
5% games, have won 10 of 11
games and play host Los Angeles
beginning Tuesday.
The Braves trailed 1-0 in the
ninth against the Padres before
Terry Pendleton scored the tying
run with two outs on Brian Hunt-

er's pinch-double. Pendleton
drove in the winning run in the
10th — again with two out — on
a single that gave him 195 hits
this season.
Pendleton is looking forward
to 200 hits, but he wants to clinch
the division even more. "Twohundred would be a great feat,
don't get me wrong. I'd love to
be able to say I got 200 hits in a
season. Give me two W's first."

lead 49ers
legs
g's
Youn
AL heads wildly into final week to win, lead in NFC West
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer

(

For all that happened on a
ild v.rcapup to a wet weekend,
lot stayed the Same in the
a
American League.
Toronto and Milwaukee both
won Sunday, leaving the Blue
Jays 2A ahead of the Brewers
in the AL East going into the
final week.
Oakland lost and Minnesota
won, leaving the Athletics'
magic number at one for clinching their fourth AL West tide in
the last five years.
George Brett went hitless,
leaving him four hits shy of
3,000. And, the league record

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
Toronto 12, New York 2
Detroit 13, Cleveland 3
Boston 6, Baltimore 1
Minnesota 4, Kansas City 0
Milwaukee 5, Oakland 3
Chicago 3. California 2 (11)
Texas 3, Seattle 2
for strikeouts by a left-hander
was left intact, despite a determined effort by Randy Johnson.
Johnson struck out 18 batters
in only eight innings, matching
the mark for AL lefties set by
Ron Guidry of the Yankees on
June 17, 1978, against
California.
Johnson, leading the league
with 233 strikeouts, fanned 16

Wyoming defense takes 26-24
win from turnover prone Cards
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Three interceptions. Two lost fumbles. A safety. It all adds up to Wyoming 26, Louisville 24.
Wyoming got two touchdown passes from quarterback Joe Hughes and a sterling effort from its defense, including a goal-line stand
in the final minute, to defeat Louisville Saturday night.
"It was fitting that it ended the way it should have with the
defense on the field making plays to preserve the win," Wyoming
coach Joe Tiller said. "They made the plays all night."
Hughes' 19-yard touchdown pass to Ryan Yarborough at the
start of the fourth quarter put Wyoming up 26-17.
Jeff Brohm awakened a sleeping Louisville offense with a nineplay, 87-yard scoring march culminated by an 11-yard touchdown
pass to Kevin Cook with 7:35 left in the game. Brohm had key runs
of 10 and 22 yards on crucial third-down situations during the
.
drive._
Trailing by two, Louisville's defense 'sacked Hughes for the
ninth time and forced Wyoming to punt from deep inside its own
territory. Ralph Dawkins returned the kick 29 yards to set up a
first-and-I0 at the Wyoming 27 for Louisville.
Louisville had key runs by Dawkins and Brohm to set up a firstand-goal inside the 1-yard tine with two minutes left.
But Wyoming's defense held Dawkins for a no-gainer, then
tackled him for losses of 2 and 3 yards.
Brandon Brookfield missed a 23-yard field goal with 58 seconds
left, and Wyoming ran out the clock.

7534563

in the first six innings. He
asked to be taken out after eight
innings, having thrown 160
pitches.
"I didn't %Ira to go out for
the ninth. I was getting pretty
tired. I still have another start
and didn't want to abuse my
arm," he said.
Johnson left the game with
the score tied. Jeff Nelson took
over to start the ninth, and Texas got a run to beat Seattle 3-2.
Neither Johnson nor Rangers
starter 'Nolan Ryan got a decision in the game in Texas. Ryan
made his final appearance of
the season, and has announced
he will be back in 1993 for his
27th year.

Steve Young's legs and Mike
Cofer's toe were enough to put
the San Francisco 49ers back on
top in the NFC West.
Young, the NFL's secondranked passer entering the game,
ran for 67 yards and set up the
49ers' only touchdown and Cofer
kicked three field goals as San
Francisco edged New Orleans
16-10 Sunday night.
The 16 points were just over
half of the 31 the 49ers (3-1) had
run up in each of their first three
games.
"Every time we come down
here it's a tough game," said San

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writar

LEXINGTON, Ky. — South
Carolina is finding a better way
to lose.
The Gamecocks turned in a
splendid defensive performance
in holding Kentucky to only 203
total yards, but couldn't find a
way to get the ball in the end
zone Saturday in losing 13-9 in
the Southeastern Conference
contest.
"We're playing better," said
South Carolina coach Sparky
Woods, whose team winless in
four games, including three SEC
encounters. "We played better on
defense than I thought we could.
We just have to figure out how to
win it."
Kentucky (3-1 overall, 1-1
SEC), meanwhile, used a 2-yard
touchdown by Terry Samuels and

Francisco coach George Seifert,
whose team won for the fifth
time in its last six Superdome
appearances against the Saints.
"They have a fine team and the
fans get behind them."
(Coned on page II)

,N40Samuels went off right tackle dcr with 12:26 remaining in the
Doug Pelfrey's two field goals to
r the touchdown with 7:12 half to put Kentucky on the
snap a 10-game losing streak in
remaining in the third quarter to scoreboard.
league play.
South Carolina, playing its first
give Kentucky a 10-6 lead.
And Kentucky's defense rose
in the SEC, seemed poised
season
to the occasion, yielding only 215
marthe
South Carolina sliced
its first conference game
win
to
South
yards while stopping two
gin to 10-9 when Marty Simpson
guard Cedric Bcmbcry
nose
when
10-yard
the
inside
drives
Carolina
capped a seven-play, 39-yard
fumble at the
Jones'
recovered
line.
goal
field
46-yard
a
drive with
left in the
7:24
with
43
Kentucky
struggling
was
"Our offense
with 9:27 left in the game.
game.
so we felt on defense that we had
from
Pelfrey added a field goal
But after a 4-yard gain, the
to pick it up," said Kentucky
34 yards out with 52 seconds left
s were hit with a
Gamecock
who
Moore,
Marty
linebacker
for the final margin in a 12-play
for an illegal
penalty
10-yard
had 13 tackles. "This was a big
the
off
5:08
drive that consumed
ball on the 49.
the
left
that
block
We
learning experience for us.
clock.
Simpson
later
plays
Three
know we have to pick it up on
"We had some fourth-quarter
the road against Ole Miss next grit," Kentucky coach Bill Curry 11:banked a punt out of bounds to
the 38 that Kentucky turned into
week."
said.
its final scoring drive.
field
Kentucky hadn't won in conSimpson kicked a 30-yard
Kentucky took the ball to the
ference play since defeating Van- goal with 1:47 left in the first
Carolina 1 on Willie CanSouth
1990.
10.
Nov.
derbilt 28-21 on
period to give South Carolina a
interception in the
39-yard
non's
22-yarder
a
"We were really tight as a
added
and
3-0 lead,
but four plays
quarter,
second
ck
team," Kentucky quarterba
25 seconds before the half for a
on Pelfrey's
settle
to
had
a
later
been
has
"It
said.
Pookic Jones
6-3 margin.
while since we won an SEC
Pelfrey connected on a 24-yar- first field goal.
game."
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Professional
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YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
Mike
Locals/ Inside
Jos IMMO Carpm

I want your
real estate business"
'Total Commitment
to Semite'
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Sunday's Gams
Chicago 41, Adanta 31
Buffalo 41, New England 7
Denver 12, Cleveland 0
Minnesota 42, Cincinnati 7
Houston 27, San Diego 0
Tampa Bay 27, Detroit 23
Miami 19, Seattle 17
L.A. Rams 18, New York Jets 10
Green Bay 17, Pittsburgh 3
San Francisco 16, New Orleans 10
Monday's Game
Los Angeles Raiders at Kansas City

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
Congratulations, Switzerland,
on your Davis Cup semifinal
victory over Brazil. Now, John
McEnroe says, prepare to lose.
Decisively.
"I think it's the first time
they've ever been in the final,
so it means a lot to them,"
McEnroe said. "But I suspect
that we'll win 5-0."
McEnroe helped get the
United States to the Dec. 4-6
final at Fort Worth, Texas,
teaming with Pete Sampras for
Saturday's dramatic, five-set
triumph over Sweden's Stefan
Edbcrg and Anders Jarryd.
The doubles win, coupled
with Friday's singles victories
by Jim Courier over Nicklas
Kulti and Andre Agassi over
Edberg, gave the U.S. team a
3-0 lead in the best-of-5
semifinal.
Sunday's singles matches —
Magnus Larsson beating Courier 2-6, 7-6 (8-6), 7-6 (7-5)
and Agassi meeting Kulti —
became meaningless exhibitions as the U.S. team began
looking ahead to a Swiss team
that depends solely on Jakob
Hlasek and Marc Rosset.

Gritty Wildcats pull out 13-9 SEC win

Installation
and Service

"We Also Do Window Tinting."

By The Associated Press

McEnroe, U.S.
not giving Swiss
any real chance
of Davis final win
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(Cont'd from page 10)

GIRLS BASKETBALL
Anyone interested in coaching in the local Girls Youth aBasketball
message.
League should contact Peter O'Rourke at 753-4182 or leave
grade.
The league is open to girls in kindergarten through the sixth

RACER VOLLEYBALL
The Murray State Racers took the early lead in Ohio Valley Conference
volleyball this past weekend, sweeping home matches against Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead State. The Racers beat Eastern 15-12, 11-15,
15-10, 6-15 and 15-11 Friday night and then beat Morehead 15-7, 15-8,
15-9 Saturday afternoon. MSU is now 7-3 overall and 3-0 in the OVC, a
half game in front of Austin Peay and Southeast Missouri.
Murray State's next match is Tuesday night at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena
against Austin Peay. The Lady Governors are.2-0 in the league and 12-3
overall, with a pair of 3-0 wins over the weekend against Morehead and
Eastern Kentucky.

MSU CROSS COUNTRY
The Murray State men's cross country team placed third among four
teams and the MSU women were fourth among four teams in the Mississippi State Invitational Saturday at Starkville. Chris Barrigar of Murray
State was the third place finisher overall and first for the Racers, while
Melody Helgerson led the Lady Racers with a 17th finish.
MSU is presently being coached by Rachelle Roberts, who was hired as
an assistant in August. She replaces Stan Narewski, who accepted an
assistant coaching position last week at the University of Florida.

Bears 41, Falcons 31
Neal Anderson ran for two
Harbaugh
touchdowns tu_d_
threw for two more asthe Bears
raced to a 31-7 halftime lead and
held off the Falcons at Soldier
Field.
Outscored 41-0 in the second
half of their last two games. Chicago was outscored 24-10 in this
one, with Andre Rison catching
three TD passes. But the Bears
mounted a clinching, 80-yard
drive with Brad Muster going the
final 14 yards for a 38-21 lead.
Buccaneers 27, Lions 23
The Buccaneers (3-1) ended
their 15-game road losing streak
when Vinny Testaverde's 14-yard
touchdown pass to Ron Hall with
49 seconds left capped a wild
fourth quarter and handed the
Lions (1-3) their first loss at the

Silverdome in 12 games.
The Bucs trailed 16-13 when
Barry Sanders fumbled a handoff
and tackle Santana Dotson ran it
back 42 yards to put Tampa Bay
up 20-16.
Mel Gray then scored on an
89-yard kickoff return, Detroit's
first since 1982, but Testaverde
completed five of six passes for
52 yards in the winning drive.
Packers 17, Steelers 3
Brett Favre, making his first
career start, threw two touchdown
passes after Pittsburgh specialteams mistakes, and Green Bay
(2-2) handed Pittsburgh (3-1) its
first loss.
Favre capitalized on a blocked
field goal attempt for a 76-yard
scoring pass to Sterling Sharpe in
the second quarter, then hit
Robert Brooks with an 8-yardcr
in the fourth quarter after a
muffed punt.

Dunson & Co. dashes through...
(Cont'd from page 10)
MTSU 66, Murray State 6
II 21 17 7-116
However, Blue Raider safety lad. Tees.
0 0 0 11-4
BL
Andre Boykin wandered back and &Surrey
IATU—Ouneon 3 run (Petrill IW)
Iddt)
(Peal
run
7
IITU—Ouracm
knocked Colby's pass away from
SATO—Witten 85 fun (Ps01111 kick)
IATU—Bsyless 3 run (Petal kick)
Young, to give MTSU the ball
IATIJ—Caldwell 15 blocked punt return (POMO
deep in Racer territory.
kick)
MTU—Lyons $7 run (PURI Melt)
"The kid wasn't supposed to be
IATU—Dunson 47 Rio (Patna kick)
DITU—FG Pebill 54
added
who
Mahoney,
there," said
'ITU—Lyons $5 run (Peal' Idck)
LOU—Dukson 2 fun (Petfili kick)
that MTSU coach Boots Donnelly
MSU—Eltand 14 fun (kick tailed)
confirmed that Boykin was in the
wrong position after Saturday's
MTLI USU
16
14
FirM downs
game.
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sweep around the left end to give
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threeMTSU a first down at the
RUSHING—IAd. Tenn., Lyons 6-168, Dunson
14-187, Orkson 15-39, Brylesa 6-30. Murray St,
yard line, following a personal
Bland 13-60, Panon 8-35, Weby 12-25. Leas 9-23.
PASSING—lid. Tun., Holcomb 3-5.574, Murray
foul on MSU. On the next play.
St. Lass 3-15-48-1
minute
one
Dunson capped the
RECEIVING-14d Tenn. Crowder 2-25. Parks
1-22 lArrray St. Redmond 3-48
scoring drive when he went off
right tackle for a 7-0 Blue Raider
score of the first half when thirdlead.
halfback Brigham Lyons
string
After seeing the Racers next
around right end and
scooted
drive stall after four plays, speyards down the sideline
87
blazed
- -cial teams again came into play
Blue Raiders to a
the
push
to
when MTSU's Dennis Mims took
4:46 remaining.
with
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42-0
the
at
Colby's 50-yard punt
Blue Raiders'
the
time,
this
All
MTSU 29, dodged two defenders
down the
shutting
was
defense
and ran untouched, before being
wheat just
attack,
offensive
MSU
20-yard
Racer
knocked out at the
two short weeks ago was the
STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo
line.
game in
top
rushing
nation's
Murray State offensive linemen Marcus Perry (#74) and Norman
Four straight carries by DunI-AA.
Division
yards
187
with
Mims (#55) could do nothing but watch as the MTSU offense
son, who finished
"We cannot play any better
over the Racers 66-6 Saturday night.
rolled
on 14 carries, capped off the Blue
against the run," Donnelly said of
Raiders' nearly two minute scorhis team's defensive performance
to a 66-0 lead with
ing drive when he scored on a
would close out the night with a push MTSU
the first half when they held
in
Saturday's game.
in
left
14:16
seven-yard run off right tackle
MSU to 97 yards in total offense. 47-yard scoring run with 12:56
Bland kept the
Timmy
MSU's
for a 14-0 MTSU lead with 5:35
Kicker
remaining in the third.
"They (can) move the football,
total whitewa
being
from
game
left in the opening quarter.'
Garth Pctrilli, who tied a MTSU
but we had to convice ourselves
from 14
scored
he
when
ash
Again, it was four plays and
record for most extra-points in a
control the fullback and get to
to
to
remaining
3:06
with
offenyards out
out for MSU on their next
single game, added his name to
the quarterback."
60-point
final
the
for
account
sive series, as Colby seemingly
another category when he hit a
MSU quarterback Tremain
margin.
pinned the Blue Raiders on their
school-record 54-yard field goal
who struggled with three
Lewis,
The Racers' previous worst
15 with a 47-yard punt.
a
for
third
the
in
with 9:40 left
of 15 passing for 48 yards and an
loss was, ironically, to
home
However, on the very next interception, said he feels the
52-0 Blue Raider lead.
MTSU in 1959 when the Blue
play, Dunson capped off MTSU's MSU offense attack has declined
Raiders rolled 55-0. Murray
21-point first-quarter explosion in their past two games, including
Lyons, a rcdshirt freshman
State's biggest win over the Blue
tackle,
right
when he swept off
who paced MTSU in rushing with
the 48-9 loss to Eastern Illinois.
Raiders came way back in 1933
dodged a Racer cornerback, then
"We just didn't execute. We
188 yards on just six carries, put
when the Racers hung a 70-7
outran the MSU secondary for execute and the game is much
the exclamation point on the win
on MTSU.
shiner
was
the
rout
as
the 85 yard score,
and sent the approximate 4,000
closer," Lewis said. "We still
on.
he
when
Racer fans to their cars
need to work on the basic funda"We were just in the crease mentals and stop making miswent 85 yards for a 59-0 MTSU
and breaking through the holes takes and penalties. You can't
lead with 1:53 left in the quarter.
before they could get there," said have seven, eight or nine penalDunson, who is a standout in ties and expect to beat a good
Fourth -string tailback Scott
track and runs a 4.28 in the team like MTSU."
Dirkson would close out the Blue
40-yard dash. "That's just our
Raider scoring onslaught when he
MTSU would add 17 points in
team speed. That's the only the third quarter, when Dunston
scored from two yards out to
advantage on our team;,we can
get to the hole before the other
team does."
A fact which a drained Mahoney admitted to in Saturday's
post-game conference.
BOARDING—
"Speed kills and they've got
Round Pen • Outside Riding Area
tremendous team speed, which
was something that we couldn't
compensate for," he said. "I was
also very disappointed with the
(502) 753-7702 or 753-6970 Larry Cunningham
way our defensive backs didn't
Penny Hwy.783(3 minutes from Expo Center) Murray
close and make the tackles. That
-We don't just board horses...we giue them a home."
hurt us on a lot of big plays."
MTSU coach Boots Donnelly
•
said it was more of the Blue
Raiders getting the breaks early
on.
"We hit a lot of home runs..,
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
there weren't many singles out
there," Donnelly said. "I think
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
MSU was dead set on stopping us
and we were concerned they were
Owners: Gonad Boyd and Ronnie Melvin
going to play well. And when we
got the breaks and Dunson got
those runs on them, it just let the
400 Industrial Rd.
air out of their sails."
NAOS 114 TUE U.S.A.
763-1111
left
been
have
may
wind
What
in the Racer upset hopes was
doused on this cool, wet night
when MTSU embarked on
another 21-0 outburst in the second quarter.
Dunson's backup, Kippy BayFast Friendly Service•76 Gasoline•Ky Lottery• Cigarettes(Lowest
less, went up the middle of right
Legal Carton Prim, Specials, Coupons & FREE Gifts)• Groceries •
Snacks• Coffee •Sandwiches • Drinks • Ice Cream • Food Stamps
guard to give MTSU a 28-0 lead
with 14:45 remaining, as the Blue
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.
Raider special teams added
another big play two minutes
OPEN 7 DAYS • 24 HOURS
Mike
end
defensive
later when
Caldwell scooped up a blocked
punt and rambled in 15 yards for
811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333
the touchdown.
MTSU capped off their final
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good coverage, State Farm is there.
good price-
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insurance." State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne offsets Bloomington Illinois
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Monday's Gamest
Boston (Gardiner 4-10) at Baltimore (Rhodes 6-5).
635 pm
New York ("Mello 3-2) at Cleveland (Ebro* 0-1),
635 pm
Ching° IlAcCastul 1112) ax lAnnesola (Manaus
3-3). 705 pm
Kansas City (Pichardo 9-6) at Calcutta (Abbott
7-15), 935 pm
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Monday's Games
Pittsburgh (Wakefield 6-1) at Chicago (Bulfinger
2-6), 120 pm
Philadelphia (Brantley 2-6 and Mathews 0-3) at
New York (Goodin 9-13 and "itko 0-0), 2, 4 10 p m
Montreal (Martinez 16-11) at St Lows (Meares
8-91. 705 pm
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Young's legs...
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56
40
72
69
95
PA

se

27
50
79
65
78
59
110
80
72
76
44
92

Sunday's Games
Chicago 41. Atlanta 31
Buffalo 41. New England 7
Denver 12, Cleveland 0
lAnnesota 42. Cincinnati 7
Houston 27, San D.ogo 0
Tanta Bay 27, Devon 23
Marrs tlit Seattle 17
Los Angeies Rams 18. Nag York Jets 10
Green Bay 17, Pinstargh 3
San Francisco 16, New Orleans 10
OPEN DATE Dallas, Indtanapolis, New York
Giants. Phladebnia, Phoenix. Washrigton
Monday's Gams
Los Angeles Raiders at Kansas City 8 p m
Sunday, Oct. 4
Chicago at annesota, 12 pm
Green Bay at Atlanta, 12 p m
Indtanapolis at Tampa Bay, 12 pm
Marrs at Buffalo. 12 pm
Now Orleans at Detroit. 12 pm
Kansas City at Denver 3 pm
Los Angeles Rams at San Francisco, 3 pm
New York Giants at Los Angeles Raiders. 3 pm
Seattle at San Diego. 3 p m
Washington at Phoenix. 3 pm
New England at New York Jets. 7 pm
OPEN DATE Cincinnati, Clevisiand, Houston
Pittsburgh
Monday Oct 5

..
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"

Larry,Krouse Insurance
495 N. 12th Noe

cpacate)
lier

7594888 I
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Dr. Jay Wells,
Family Dentistry
Office Hours:
Monday-Thursday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Call For Appointment

201 N. 5th Street

753-1572

3 MAN SCRAMBLE
At The

Mayfield Golf & Country Club
OCTOBER 3RD & 4TH

SHOTGUN START - 10:00 A.M.

•IF

FIRST 40 PAID TEAMS
ENTRY FEE $100 PER TEAM

Remember the 10th
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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Ann
Clara
Whimell Ave., Murray, died Sun
Va.; a
Fairfax,
Wayne,
band,
apparent
an
of
p.m.
day at 12:45
Bushart,
C.E.
n-law,
brother-i
.
heart attack.
Maybe, Mich.; three grandchilMr. Wilson was the founder of
Valentine, Laura EliMedical Claims Service of dren, Hugh
and Kathryn
Wilson
zabeth
America with headquarters in
Wilson.
Mechelle
grabusiness
Murray. He was a
The funeral will be Tuesday at
duate of Murray State University.
in the chapel of J.H. Churp.m.
2
An Army veteran of the
chill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg
Korean conflict, he was a memofficiate.
ber of First Baptist Church, Earwood will
Murray.
Burial will follow in Outland
Born July 6, 1930, in Calloway
Cemetery in Callowa) County.
County, he was the son of the
Friends may call at the funeral
late Hugh Fisher Wilson and Isel
home from 5:30 to 9 p.m. today
Hoyt Orr Wilson.
(Monday).
Survivors include his wife.
The family requests that
Mrs. Dortha Fay Bushart Wilson,
to whom he was married on Jan. expressions of sympathy take the
16, 1954; one daughter, Mrs. form of donations to W.A.T.C.II.
Becky Valentine and husband, (work activities training center
Richard, Tequesta, Fla.; one son, for the handicapped) at 702 Main
Michael E. Wilson and wife, St., Murra).

'

4

Dalton Wayne Mathis

Mrs. Vatus T. Dorian
Mrs. Vatus T. Dorian, 93, Britthaven Nursing Home, Benton.
died Saturday at 3:25 a.m. at
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
She had been a sales clerk for
JCPenney for 18 years and was a
member of Baptist Tabernacle
Church. Paducah.
Her husband, Charles B. Dorian, one sister, Mrs. Lauretta
Taylor Carter, and one brother,
Vcrble Taylor, preceded her in,
death.
Born Nov. 11, 1898, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Bud Taylor and Sallie Alderson Taylor.

Samuel Jack Gardner

Jack T. McKnight

D.T.(Buddy) HumphreyS

Mrs. Artie Whistle Brinn

Robert Franklin (Bob) Williams

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.
:Ea

•

George Wallace faces long odds

Mrs. Alice Maxie

1992 Geo
Storm

$10 901

Mrs. Mary E. Cunningham
and
Mrs. Mary E. Cunningham, 66, ham, Clarksville, Tenn.,
Ben3,
Rt.
am,
at
Cunningh
Sunday
Jewell
Rt. 3, Benton, died
10:29 a.m. at Ctarksville Memor- ton; one sister, Mrs. Ena Houser,
Rt. 3, Benton; one brother, Jimial Hospital.
Vanzora
my Bolen, Rt. 2, Benton; nine
of
She was a member
Baptist Church and was formerly grandc-hildren; one greatemployed at Gilliam Candy Co. grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
Preceding her in death were
her parents Hen and Clemmie 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbcck
Walker Bolen, and three brothers, and Cann Funeral Home. The
Wallace Green, Floyd Bolen and Rev. Max Anderson will officiate. Burial will follow in Cole
Rudy Bolen.
Cemetery.
husband,
Survivors include her
Friends may call at the funeral
daughtone
am;
Cunningh
James
er, Mrs. Barbara Vaughn, Rt. 3. home after 5 p.m. today
Benton; two sons, Billy Cunning- (Monday).

•

•Y.

'There's a new idea in funeral planning
I thought you'd like to know about."

nal

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
More and more people are taking advantage of the opportunity to pre-plan their funeral arrangements, with the Family
Considerations program.
You can choose the arrangements you want. This way your
family won't face a difficult decision later. You can also pre-pay
your arrangements so your family won't inherit a financial
burden.
Call or come by today. The Family Considerations program is
a great idea.

Blalock-Coleman

CORN AUSTIN

Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dediceted Service - Modern Facilities

713 South Fourth St.

Paany Consiik•••••• pl••• ••• •••1•••••Ntumn bIlnyt•el
frounnee Company

• - • •••• ••••
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•
•
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753-6800
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

w,

rs,
is-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

010
020
025
030
040
050

rS.

ie,
nd
el;
nd

060
090
100
110

fe,
ax
is,
fe,

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190

370
390
400
550

32
at-

e

ries
lye;
alas

sant

Ordinance No. 92-989
AN ORDINANCE ENACTING AND ADOPTING THE 1992 SUPPLEMENT TO THE
CODE OF ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS PREPARED BY
AMERCIAN LEGAL PUBLISHING CORPORATION OF CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
24th day of September, 1992.
Wm. N. Cherry; Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey; City Attorney

en-

Nge
;ins.

Irray

seral
m.

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804.

CANCER
INSURANCE

D&J
& Supplies
Tues. thru Sat
4:30 p m.-8 00 pm.
Hwy. 641 S. to Midway turn right at
Wisehart's Grocery
(1828 West)
Sept 26th thru 30th
All Single Cards
86-92
1/2 Price

at

of
)me.
Rev.

753-6910

020

Sport Cards

. at
nty

Translate and
Transcribe
Old German Script
Have References
Call Doris) Kramer
753-1116

YOU Dig Mum field now
open All colors, $200 to
letours
$4 00 each
3 30 8 00prn Take 94 W to
Charley Thurman Rd , turn
right, 1st house on the right.
Y'all Comeff.

LEARN TO DRIE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
halatrarniVFWMOLO
19111111141/4

ALLIANCE
!RAC TOR

T RALF R TRADING CENTERS
te.OitiN

getagsacicEtsittocf

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree informa
tion call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
1T•• ICICA/1 Own service•
••••••

KIDS Club Family Daycare.
Home in Puryear. Limited
space available, Mon.-Fri.,
w/occasional night and
weekend care. Call for
more information
931-247-5774.

is:rass i•
Repair - III
RR %‘11

Ward Elkins
753-1713

and
Benuser,
Jimnine
eatiy at
beck
The
fficiCole

ncral
)day

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
mouth to Sq. He Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 miss
00111001 I c,c,nr, /Ai (44
Olill 10 lOt Pill C
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

OLAN MILLS
THE NATIONS STUDIO
Searching For Managers Who Love
People, Travel, & Money!!
A) Full Benefit Package
B) Paid Expenses
C) No Experience Necessary
D) Paid Training

5

For A Personal Interview Call 1-800543-5940 Eastern Standard Time Mon.& Tues. 8:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m. Wed.Fri. 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Ask for AD TSA
#7.
E.O.E. M/F

THE following truck will be
offered for sale by public
auction to recover wrecker
and storage tees 1973
Kenworth, VIN 10223093.
The auction will be held
Friday, 10/2/92, 10.00am,
Tabers Body Shop, Murray.

Temptations
Opening
Soon
WAYNE Darnell Marine
Repair is relocating to the
corner of Highway 121
South and 280 Dana and
Torn Hoffman, owners of
Hoffman's Nursery, purchased my property on
Highway 94 East After
construction of a new building, I will reopen for business I regret any inconvenience to my customers
and friends Telephone,
436-5464

Rent-A-Car

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.
I

Rental
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

120
230
250
290
530

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale

470
480
485

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

753-4199

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered
'I

495
500
510
520

EMPLOYMENT opportunities are now available for
individuals with disabilities
or special education high
school graduates through
the JTPA program Anyone
who is interested in the
program may call 759-1965
for an appointment

025
Personals
ADOPTION An answer to
your situation and our pray
ers Four generations and
lots of love await your newborn Lets help each other
Call Tom and Kathy any
time 1 800-362 2714
Legal and confidential
Ok0
Help
Wanted
4040 K PER YEAR. Nat'l
Wholesale Perfume Co
seeks REP for local area
No direct sales, whlse
only 713-893-0184
CERTIFIED Nursing Assistant needed. 7-3. 3-11
shrfte Excellent benefits in
eluding bonus pay, comps
tatrve salary Apply in per
son. Mon -Fn., 9em-5prn.
Haws Memorial, Holiday
Lane Fulton. KY

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00 40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 60.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 46.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 1.35.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

8

20.00 40.00 _60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Help
Wanted

Waken

Articles

Opportunity

For SM.

Cara

secretary/
bookkeeper. Computer proficiency and
good communication

skills required; experience using Microsoft Works preferred.
Small office on MSU
campus, free health
.insurance. Send letter
of application, resume

25e per word E5.00 minimum lst day.
50 per word per day for each additional consecutive day
E1.75 extra for .hopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
52 00 extra for blind box ads

Jayne Crisp,
WKEC, MSU
Special Ed. Bldg.,
Murray, Ky
42071
MANUFACTURERS Rep.
-Auto afterrnarket Exclusive territory. Must like
working with hands $40K
base + bonuses and benefits. Call Tues.-Fri.,
1-817-275-5388. EOE.

Patterns; Butterick,
Simplicity & McCalls

Small businesses with min.
net of $75,000
per year.

HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Up to $800
wkly Cal 219-769-6649,
ext H-239, 9am to 9pm, 7
days.

Qualified
sellers
please reply
with name
& telephone
numbers to:

P.O. Box 2843
Paducah, Ky
42002-2843.

NURSE wanted for busy
140
physician's office Duties to
Want
lavenipunctures,
include
To Buy
boratory procedures. Benefit package.. Hours
CASH pad for good, used
Mon.-Fri., 8-5. Send rerifles, shotguns, and pissume with references to
tols Benson Sporting
P.0 Box 1040-M, Murray,
Goods, 519 S 12th.
KY 42071.
Murray
OLAN Mills has several immediate openings for tele- USED and antique furniphone sales people No ture, glass, tools, quilts
474-2262, 901-642-6290
experience necessary
Also need a messenger for
light delivery work, knowledge of area helpful. Apply
in person to Richard Doggrell at Murray Plaza Court
Motel, Murray, KY Mon.
from 5-9pm and Tues thru
Fri. from 9am-1pm and
5-9pm EOE, M/F.
PARK RANGERS Game
wardens, security, maintenance, etc No exp necessary For information call
219-769-6649, ext 7159
gam-9pm, 7 days
PART time gymnastics Instructor for local business
753-6705 or 753-1976

1/2 Price

Want to Buy,

200 AMP service pole for
mobile home $275
489-2332
4 LUG tires, 1100-20, 16
PR, -80-90% rubber new
radial steering tire,
Call
11 00-20-16PR
753-1111 for further details
and price
8FT pool table with accessories, $800 489-2570
ALFALFA hay. sq bales
345-2196

SECRETARY/Receptionist BOGARD trucking and exwanted for physicians of- cavating, inc We haul top
fice. Typing skills preferred. soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
Experience preferred. rock, rip rap 759-1828
Send resume with refer- COOPER tires with miences to P.0 Box 1040-N, leage warranty Lifeline
Murray, KY 42071
Classic 60,000 miles.
WANTED barmaids, wait- Monogram 50,000 miles.
resses. dancers, $500 plus Trendsetters 40,000 miles
weekly Doll House Cafe, Warehouse Tire, 400 InParis, TN. 642-4297, 4-12 dustrial Road, Murray.
753-1111.
WORKING band needs experienced lead player. FRESH Kentucky lake catrhythm or keyboard player fish, live or dressed Murray
Bait Co., 753-5693
489-2267

Murray Sewing Center
Bel-Air Center • Murray, Ky.

In Loving Memory
‘Vrman lay Konrnerzeff
of

Tragedies happen everyday. Sometimes
they occur within our own lives. It is even
more distressing when someone is reported
to have taken their own life. In times such as
these, the family depends on the support of
many friends and loved ones to help them
through the crisis.
In case of an alleged suicide, the family is
dependent upon the Police Department for
assistance and help. That help is usually
sure and reliable, but not always. In
Norman's death, the Dresden Police have
not been helpful to the family. His mother
and his brother were told on Sunday night
by Officer Andrews,that no note wasfound.
On the other hand the same police department allegedly informed non-family members on Sunday afternoon that there was a
note.
The family still has not seen the alleged
note; and, if one exists does not know if it
was written by Norman or by someone such
as the informant who reportedly provided
the information to Mr. Fisher of the Enterprise. Mr. Fisher was apparently only
interested in sensationalizing an article.
Loretta (Clark) Kemmerzell, her family,
and brothers and sisters all extend their
heartfelt thanks to the community for the
outpouring of lave and assistance from
neighbors, co-workers, friends, and Father
Hughes & the members of St. Leo's.

grit Loretta g(pruntrzeff family

GUN SAFES by Liberty, the
best on the market Model
SItuation
on display at Simmons
Wanted
Security Systems 810 SyCUT this out and save my camore St • Murray, KY
number Do house clean- 753-9403 Bong this ad and
ing, call Betty. 474-2131, or receive $100 off any safe
leave message Have Expires 10/20/92 M-F
9 00-2 30
references
SEWING fobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061.
WILL dean houses, reasonable rates 437-4064
WILL do ironing in my
home Call 474-2131. ask
for Betty or leave phone
number
WILL take care of elderly.
sick Experience and refer
ences Call 753-4590 If no
answer leave message I II
return your call

110
Instructlion
BLUEGRASS Banio les
sons $700 753-1487

KILLS FLEAS! By ENFORCER Flea Killers for
pets home and yard Guaranteed effective Buy ENFORCER at Murray TV
Home and Auto Hardware,
North Side Shopping
Center
LET us make your clothes,
altar and repair Uniforms
and sportswear
rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
Square. 1608 N 121, kAur
ray 753 6981
MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES, PANGBURN'S
CANDY IS BACK IN MURRAY. Charlie's Safe T
Pharmacy

Want
To Buy

MISC Auto Parts, including
condensors plugs, gaskets bulbs, etc Moving
Cartons, mac sizes, including 10+ wardrobes
Best offer Wanted 2 horS0
trailer, very good condition.
492-8858

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

NATURAL gas space heatar, 50,000BTU, $100 firm
436-2471

LP gas space heater with
fan, 50,000 BTU or more. In
good shape 436-2471

RAINBOW Vacuums, all
models, full warranty, di.count prices 443 7720

PIANO Lessons Lynn
Grove area 435-4573
140
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150
Ankle*
Foe Sale

RATS OR MICE? Buy ENFORCER Products GUARANTEED! To kill rats and
mice Available at Murray
True Value Home and Auto
Hardware, North Side
Shopping Center, Murray,
KY.
TIMOTHY horse hay
435-4201 after 6pm
TIRES, Tires, Tires New
and used. Warehouse Tire„
400 Industrial Rd , Murray,
753-1111

WHEAT straw, $1 50/bale
489-2436, if no answer
leave message on
machine
WONDER wood stove,
good condition with 1 rick
wood, $125 1 20 Poulan
245 saw, $100 489-2693,
7am-gam and after
6 30pm

160
Home
Furnishings

TOBACCO bases, 3.31 ANTIQUE Queen Anne
acres Call 753-1399, walnut bedroom slate by
or Osgood of Boston, beauti48 9 - 2 1 1 6
ful burl, first $700 Phone
901-642-5300
753-2089 after 5pm
U.S. SURPLUS Desert
Storm combat boots, made KING size bed, 8-drawer
in the USA, new and dresser w/hutch and mirror
used, sizes 6-12A Price $475 Call 753-1460
range, $15-$36 Call
759-1983, ask for Billy at
Murray Shoe Repair
WELDING tools, compressors, tool chest, grinders
Couch, oak table, chairs,
end tables 489-2810 after
6pm
WESTERN bar with 3
stools 753-9469

MENA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
750-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Msc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

General Sales Manager

1

• 0

1

;•'-' °

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

v
x
A
X
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

KENTUCKY licensed optician for finishing lab Capable of training other personal, in Optioanry, that
will be capable of passing
the Kentucky State Board
'of Opticians Please send
resume to H C Denham
00 , 312 N 121h, Murray
KY 42071

and names and addresses of three references by October 9 to

••.

.;.• .a
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150

Exotic Dancers
g Paris, Tenn.
xxx HIAowIrt.-79SatEa. 2-12 Midnight
X
901-642-4297

Full-time

;. q•

25.00 30.00 15.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X DOLL HOUSE x

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

EXPERIENCED housekeeper and ironer needed HELP wanted for general
on Fridays References landscaping and nursery
Call
759-1401 leave message related type work
evenings, 6 00-8:00,
FULL time Secretary - 759-1028
Bookkeeper for legal office.
perExcellent secretarial and HELP wanted Apply in
organizational skills re- son, Hong Kong RestaurN
quired Word Perfect ex- ant, Hwy 641
perience preferred Send HELP wanted, apply in perresume to P.0 Box son, Eastside BP No
1040-L, Murray, KY 42071
phone calls

/•
•

ti

10"

1

060
Help
Wanted

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Dieeount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penod )
11.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.
..
8"
5"
r
9"
4"
6"
3"
2"
1"

RAN SPott IA I ION

490

Homes For Sale

COLLECTION CLERK:
Full-time position,
12-830pm, high school
diploma or equivalent and
previous collection experience required Contact.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Personnel Department, 803 Poplar
Street, Murray KY 42071.
EOE

Effective Jan 2. 1991)

Display Ads

Days

With Purchase of Fabric

515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

1 91

RV NI, PiTATE

Wanted

Lowest rates In
town

Classified Ad Rates

SERVICES

Help

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car

fit
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check ths first insertion of their ads
for any error. The Murray Ledger & Timms will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be mad..

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

060
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

enre
Our
ihn
all

753-1916

010

010

.ec

MERCHANDIsE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
TV. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
410
For Trade
540
Free Column
560
Wanted
570 .
240
Miscellaneous
130
140
150
155
160
165
1717
180
200
210
220
260
380

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

PAGE 13

7 %'111-11.17
:11.7'1?

Fortune 500 company now accepting
applications for a General Sales Manager to head up a new business venture
in Western Ky. & Western Tenn. This
position requires a high school education
with proven background in direct sales.
The qualified applicant must be able to
deal with the public and handle a variety
of tasks and motivate a sales and service
staff. This is a salary plus commission
position with excellent benefits provided.
Send resume to:

P.O. Box 87
Murray, Ky. 42071
EOE M/FN/H

REGISTERED NURSES, full ar part time positions
available will Home Carr and borne visits made in Graves
County only. Monday through Friday with competitive
benefits and salaries. Contact Janice Glisson, Director of
Home Care, Community Hospital, P.O. Box 1099, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 (5(2) 247-5211 ext.. 327
CERT1FIED NURSING ASSISTANT,(CNA) pan tine
positions available with Home Care with home visits made
is Graves County only. Monday through Friday with
competitive benefits arid salaries. Contact Janice Glum,
Director of Home Care, Community Hospital, P.O. Box
1099, Mayfield, Ky. 42066(502) 247-5211 ext. 327 FOE
WF/H
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST (ASCP) position
Position requires current registry or eligkie, and the
ability to perform a variety of standardized, advanced, sod
specialized tests usog techniques sod equipment in the
laboratory. C_astact ClINSC Klaus Diector of Laboratory.
Community Hospital, P.O. Box 1099, Mayfield, Ky 42066
(502) 247-5211 EOE M/F/H

•

REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District Health Department is seeking registered nurses for the
following community health positions;
„

Staff nurse in the Graves County Health
Center
Nurse program specialist; (1) based in
Graves County and (1) based in
McCracken County
Salary based on education, experience,
and job responsibilities. Excellent benefit
package. Transcripts and completed applications required. Resumes cannot substitute for applications, which may be
secured at any Health Center in the
Purchase District or at 320 North 7th
Street, Mayfield, KY. Contact Sharon
Godec, RN.at(502)247-1490 or 444-9625
for additional information.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

_
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CLASSIFIEDS
s.fin
Free
Column
Nemo* Fer
NOW open The May Berry
Antique Mall, 114 W
Broadway. downtown MayKy
Open
9 30arn 5 00pm. Monday
Saturday 1 00pm-5 00pm,
Sunday 247-1979

lee

1987, 1400. EXTRA reoe,
must be moved, must sell
753-4459
280

1004 IAAIN, 2br. 1 bath,
carpeted. stove, refrigerator, freezer, central hie, arid
hook-up, no pets $3601mo
$300 deposit 750-1265

Robb
Hesse For Rent
2 OR 3br, water, appliances furnished Riviera
Courts Coleman RE,
753-9898.

200
Sports
Equipment
PORTABLE all metal nunt,nyj stands for sale Can be
seen folded up for easy
carrying 435 4307 after
51:01

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br.
electric or gas Walking &stenos to college 753-5200

28R house. 8 miles Southeast of Murray Stove, refrigerator, wood heat. Pre
ter long term tenant. Deposit and riNerenoss required.
492-0594 Mar Open.
28R, wid hook-up, near
downtown, no pets, refer
ences and deposit required. 753-6461

285
Noble
Hoes Lob For Rsat

4 FiREWOOD tor sate
437 4667

MOBILE Home Village
available now $75/mo , includes water Coleman RE
753 9898

FOR Rent- Murray, 3br
home,2bats,lorge Wen,
just remodeied, central as
heavair, month and a
month w/secunty deposit,
lease required. $450/mo
Call 901-642-0784

For Real
Or Lease

• ANO tuning and repair,
'53 2099
P,ANO tuning expert sec
.r.,x and repair John Got753-9600

1 2 3 or 48R furnished
apartments nom, new university 753-6111 daytime.
753 0606 nights
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR apt in Northwood
753-0521 or 753-9475

CHRISTOPHER S acma 28R apt stove refrigeranow otters U S and foreign tor furnished under
.ai,ns at hoboes Coin and $300/mo Coleman RE,
Card Shop 102 North 5th 753-9898
S,•• irv! ,n Murray Our
Proof sets, paper 2BR duplex carport cen-7,er--cy arid coin supplies tral ha nice neighborhood.
available 101,92 Coleman
a•a.abie at Decades
Hazel and at the RE 7539898
n Aurora)
•e
2BR duplex on 1409 B
and stamp sup•
$325 mo
wood Dr
ows a,e featured along
759-4406
coins and coin
supps at the Book Rack ALMOST new 2br apart
D..ielarxi Shopping Can- merit with garage central
tt01-, Murray We appraise Iva, appliances Quiet area
$450 mo 753 8096 or
,states and are active buy 753 2633
stamps
and
ors of coins
Call 502 753-4161
CLEAN 2tx central ha
d hook up no pets 641
South 492 8634

.pq VATE investrgato
B A Confidential Invest,pfions Southside Shoping Center Suite $102
Mu-ay 753 2641
270
Mobilo
Homes For Salo
b-TOANEER2br2
n,1:- yet atden tub extra
Must soli 759-9576
.974 2452 DOUBLE wide
3c, 2 bath must be moved
• sell 753 9544
''>:! 3082
-3-'5 '2.70 NICE 2br I
a• tt'', with many extras re
•edexirated must
*-eli '3'4C
'9;0 C_AYTON rnobtle
'4r70 2tir 2 bath
carpet outbuilding and
and scapin g excellent
cc cc r lucated in Coach
lake bank pay
E
Ca., 759 9311 after
&o"r

Meter Poles
spec:a, zr-Ig in mobile
none eectric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
43S4027
s/NN Grove area. 28x56,
cso,ibiewide on 2 acres, 3br,
3• baths pond 2 outbuild,ngs 2 car garage Must
see 435-4250. 753-5490

HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br. 2 bath.
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central ha Sepa
rate entrance to upstairs. 4
NORTHWOOD storage room and bath apt . newly
presently has units avail- decorated for rental
able 753-2905 for more acre _site reduced to
information
$49,900 759 1122

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

370
Livestock
& Supplies
HORSES Bay '4 Arab
gelding, ten years, 14 1
NH $650 For lease, registered OH, bay mare. 155
HH 6 years, has been
shown Equipment also for
sale 753-1901 after
3 30pm

DUPLEX at Panorama
Shores. on water $400 upstairs $350 downstairs per
month 355-2846

LUXURY 2br duplex, fireplace large deck garage
w electric opener
753 3742 after 5pm
NEW 2br duplex carport
appliances energy effi
cient deck No pets Lease
$400 rrio 753 7457
NEW 2br duplex on Northwood appiiances fUrn
shed no pets deposit required $400 rno 436-5455
after 6pm
room,
NEW large 2br,
gas water healer heat, low
utilities, appliances deposit $390mo Call alter
5pm, 753 8828
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply 1411k:tale Apts
Hardin. Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

APPLES for freezing canning or drying Taking order
for apple cadet 753-4725,
McKenzie's Orchard

BOB Haley Real Estate
Saies Appraisals. Property
Mgt REMAX 753-SOLD
KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753-1222

38R. appliances furnished
in Hazel 492-8526

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

i
?)1•,.„.:'":

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976

FULL size 1983 Chevy
Conversion van, a/c,
cruise, am/fm cassette, excellent condition. $5500
753-9371 after 5pm or
weekends.

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates 18
years experience. Local references 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, windows, carports. and patio
enclosures 753-0280

NICE 3br. 2 bath wIcarport.
screened deck, above
ground pool, storage buildings, nice dog kennel, on
large lot in stella area,
$46,500 489-2964
evenings

Al TOWN/country yard
mowing ,landscaping,tree
trimming,tree removal,light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528

OPPORTUNITY knoc s
with this bock r
large bedroo
tying
bath. tam
kitchen.
room,
town on acre
st reduced to
10
, MLS $4091 Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pemn Paul Dailey
Bob Haley. Jean Bird BelAir Center 502-753-SOLD,
1-800-369-5780

5 ADJOINING lots for sale
near KY lake Well and
septic system already in
place Ideal for mobile
home $8500411 Kopperud
Realty, MLS14462
753-1222

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City wa
ter, natural gas cabievi
soon 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Lim
its 6% simple interest fl
nancing available
753-5841 or 753-1566

LAKE LOT 3.5
ACRES - $7,900.
Nicely wooded w/
access to sparkling
Barkley
Lake. Abuts state
Ideal
Ian.
homesite w/brotective covenants.
County rd. frontage w/utils. Financing. Call now
800-858-1323.
Woodland Acres.
8:30e-8:30p.

ATTENTION Hunters: 101
was, 9 miss west of
Hazed, lois of door and
'wary, $32,000.

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
PLUMBING repairman with
same -day service. Call
436-5255

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816
REFINISHING, stripping.
custom woodworking
753-8056

4-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd Jobs Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke

PRICE just reduced on this
3br brick home on Keenland Dr Now offered at
$69,900 MLS 84266 Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222
SHARP new listing, 4br, 2
bath on large lot, top condi
lion, only $37,500 More
details, Bob Perrin, RE
MAX Properties, Ltd
753-7653

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
AA TREE trimming and 474-2307
yard mowing 436-2102 SEWING machine repair.
ask lot Paul
Kenneth Barnhill
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- 753-2674.
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance,etc Free estimates.
489-2303.
AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683.

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, clear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Pick-up bed
mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
m stock, on my tuck. Al
work wad parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

Used
Cws

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ yews exBOBBY
p•rience
HOPPER, 436-5848.

1975 MG Midget convenable. new top, new stereo
489-2570
1983 CUTLASS Caere,
$1500 759-4660
1983 RENAULT
runs good, cold art, $1200
obo. 466-2600.
1964 MAZDA GLC,4-door,
753-7376
1906 DELTA Olds 4-door
753-3193 War 5pm
INN AUDI 5000. burgsndy
with leafs% interior. very
good condition, 115xxx
miles. $3600. 753-3293.
1911$ DODGE Chwgsr. 4
WI., &speed. sunroof, ern/
an casamm. pte. lint bikers. new Ina, wow pump
and bolts, at,cloth interior.
13000.1514190.

CMOM 1010111EN GANNETS
C USTOhl WOOOWORIONG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
990)
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny 9,
7515040

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic 8. standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
SefV109 Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35. New location: Route 1,
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.

111,1J'id11,1;toillTAJ;11111
Service on all brands' window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas I electric ranges.

WE do escavabrig, demolition, and custom dinwort,
dig ditches, ponds, etc.,
stump removal, land clearing, tear down houses and
buildings. By-the hour or by
the job! Satisfaction guaranteed B&B Demolition
Co.
Scrap
and
9 0 1 4 7 9 - 2 109,
901-479-0125

Factory Authorized Repairs For:

Tappan-Kolvinator-Emerson-Brown

7A0

-

Repairs Are Guaranteed

. 753-5341 or 753-1270

.., Steele•Allbritten, Inc.. .

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
y 10 a.m.
Saturda
Tuesday Edition
3 p.m.
Monday
Wednesday Edition
3 p.m.
Tuesday
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Wierray Ledger & Times

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing. References 759-1110.

1971 PLYMOUTH Satellite, 4-door, 318 engine. at,
power, no rust, very good
condition $995 436-2759

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrismen 492-8742

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LEE'S CARPET CLEM+
ING. For all your carpet and
upholstery cal 753-5827.
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

Commercial
and
Residential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service

502-759-1487

Ht. S. Box 1076
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
1502)759-1836

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential, Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 756-4664

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaranteed. 753-1134

call: 7534916
a.m.-12 p
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8

To place your ad

762-1100

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE. Free estimates.
753-4591

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

BRYON'S Lawn Service is
ng orders for tall leaf
pick-up. 753-4591

ALPHA BUILDERS

concrete
Remodeling, garages,decks. porches.
maintenance
work, chain link fences. Home

Septic Tanks. Sewers & Muslim
Call (ix Anytime

759-4685

BULLDOZING, backhoe,
septic system Call Horace
Sholar, 354-8161 after
40m

BROTHERS
LAMB
Quality Tree Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Dependable • Reliable • Fast Service

CARPET and vinyl instalsbon and repairs Glen 8.
bar. 759-1247

Luke Lamb 436-2102

Ileum 11-11 likan.-FrL
P.O. Box IN New Concord, Hy 490711

CARPET binding and fringing. Enger Custom Design
753- 7614
Carp•ts
anytime.

CARPORTS for car and
Pucks. Special sizes for
1097 DODGE 000, auto.. motor homes, boats, FIV's
pal*, at, good condition. and etc. Excellent protec$19110. 496-$109.
tion, high quoit/. inioellent
Nil. 756-4664
19110 PONTIAC Sonnovilo yoke Roy
one
sharp,
LE, loaded,
DRYWALL, finishing, reSWIM. 713-5135 _after pair's, additions,and blowing ceilings 753-4761
SPolt•

4
"Ai'
ts,
•

: *•
•

NEEDS LOVING HONE...
small female dog and her
male puppy, found by roadside. Very affectionate and
playful. Free to a good
home. 492-8566 after 5pm

/r1ff

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing 753-5484.
and Cooling Service. Com- T.C. Dinh Repair and Mainpiete installation and ser- tenance Electrical- Cleanvice
Call Gary •t ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
759-4754.
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 THE Gutter Co Seamless
for free estimate for your aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, inneeds
sured Estimate available.
FOR bushhogging, leveling 759-4690
dirt or gravel and seeding
yards, call 753-3413.
THWEATT'S Generator,
GENERAL Repair plumb- Alternator and Starter Sering, roofing, tree work. vice, Route 1 Almo, KY
436-2642.
753-8742

GOLFER'S Dream ()utility
520
3br, 25 bath home in Oaks
Boats
Estales Formal LR, DR,
& Motors
den, Large eat in kitchen
Just reduced from
SAVAGE bass boat,
$124,900 to $110,000 Call 1978
115hp, Mercury. excellent
today for your showing
$1950
n
Kopperud Realty, conditio
753-6679
753-1222, MLS 04267
1988 PROCRAFT Fish/Ski
NEW 3 or 4br, LR, DR, 2 boat Garage kept, low
in
baths, central hia. walk
hours, trolling motor, inCL. self cleaning range, dash depth finder and 2live
microwave, dishwasher, wells, 115hp Yamaha endisposal, oak cabinets, gine, 3 new batteries
over 2000 sq ft , only $9000 753-0954
$69,750 753-5561 or
759-1610

i)rn

FREE kittens to good
ROGER Hudson rock haulhome. Mother tests negaing, gravel, sand,dirt, drivetive for leukemia Call
,
753-4545
rock
way
759-9923, daytime or
753-6763
759-9630 after 5pm
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repay, replacement. new
irstalletion, pumping, sew
Ors, footings, basements
Backhoe-loader service
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.

COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

LARGE lot in Crappie Hollow H. reasonably priced.
moved away need to sell
436-2975

4 X 10
5 X 4

COLSON'S Horne Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing.
436-2575 alter 5pm.

26F1 ARGOSY (by Airstream). 4-1 condition, self
contained, microwave See
at 1626 W Main or call
436-5685

Lots
For Sale

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
85
753-55

•

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show Of home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for WEN
12yrs 436-2858

CHIII Chan Chlutnoy
Swoops has 10% senior
canon discounte. We sal
chimney ceps and screens.
435-4191.

1990 CHEVY Astro Van,
loaded, 44xxx miles. navy
and silver 437-4902

MARTIN Heights Sub .
1550 Mockingbird 1988,
3br 2ba. greatroom FDR,
2 car garage. fenced backyard large deck. 2200 sq ft
753-1362 759 4.116 after

UP

Sizes

'•:•••!, 4

HUDSON Company Saddles. Bridles & Horse supplies 753-4545. 759-1823,
753-6763

CHARLIE Davidson. Al
types of roofing and nopaws. Torch down rubber
roofing. 753-5012.

1986 ASTRO van, auto,
air. cruise, 4 3L, V-6,
power excellent condition.
very clean, high miles
$4350 436-5610

JUST listed this attractive
3br brick ranch home with
attached garage on quiet,
no outlet. street Lovely
shaded backyard offered
at $51 500 Kopperud Realty, MLS $4464,
753• 1222

HAZEL Apartments Hazel SWEET loveable long hair
KY is now renting You calico kittens adorable
pets other color kittens
must be 62 handicapped
or disabled New 1 and 2b. also $10 and up
units 502 527 8574 for 753-9390
more information Equal
Housing Opportunity

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
10 X 20
5 X 10

2BR on liege lot, 3outbuild- 1900 BUICK LeSebre
35xxx mikes, gray,
ings. in Alm° 753-0680
excelaft•r 5pm or lioav• 4-dew, onmowner,
$11,300
condition.
lent
TO114111911
4395683
BRICK house, 3br, LR,
Continenden, kitchen, bath downs- 1990 UNCOLN
exterior, burtairs, 2large rooms,'4 bath tal. white
gundy interior, one owner,
ufmtairs Also, basement.
purchased and serviced
extra Iwge outbuilding ex
miles, dual
(*lent for antique or craft locally, 36xxx
power seats,
shop on 37, acres on Hwy air bags, dual
extras Never da94 East, 3 miles $77,000 lots of
753-1323.
maged
753-3746
753-5763 ales 4 30
CONDOMINIUM Conve
1990 TOYOTA Camry
'sent location low utilities
loaded $8950 obo
on site maintenance and
$ 7 2 000 354-9018
security
6prn
after
753-3293
CAR Stereo Installation
BouleFRESH on the market, 3br 753-0113. Sunset
Murray's Alhome, central gas heat vard Music.
Specialist,
central electric air, de pine Car Audio
Center, 1 block
Dixieland
base
full
garage.
tached
ment. offered at $49.500 from MSU dorms
Kopperud Realty. MLS
49S
84461, 753-1222
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Looking Back

Today ill History
•

TOWTiMoEá, Sept 28.-60-27114 day-tt'1992:There are 94
days left in the year. This is the Jewish New Year Rosh Hashana.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on Sept. 28. 1892. the first nighttime football game took place, in Mansfield, Pa., as turns from Mansfield
Teachers College and the Wyoming Seminary played under electric
lights. Only the first half was played, to a scoreless tie; the game was
halted when the quality of the lighting and the field were considered
too hazardous to continue.
On this date:
In 1066, William the Conqueror invaded England to claim the English throne.
In 1542, Portuguese navigator Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo discovered
what is now San Diego.
In 1781, American forces in the Revolutionary War, backed by a
French fleet, began their siege of Yorktown Heights, Va.
In 1972, Japan and Communist China agreed to re-establish diplomatic relations.
In 1974, first lady Beuy Ford underwent a mastectomy at Bethesda
Naval Medical Center in Maryland, following discovery of a cancerous lump in her breast.
In 1989, deposed Philippine President Ferdinand E. Marcos died in
exile in Hawaii at age 72.
Ten years ago: President Reagan told a news conference that U.S.
Marines would land in Beirut the following day and remain until
Israel and Syrian forces withdrew from Lebanon.
Five years ago: U.S. Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo., announced
in Denver that she would not run for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
One year ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev praised President Bush's pledge to drastically reduce the U.S. nuclear arsenal, and
promised to "reciprocate." U.N. weapons inspectors ended a five-day
standoff with Iraq over documents relating to Iraq's nuclear weapons
program. Jazz great Miles Davis died in Santa Monica, Calif., at age
65.
Today's Birthdays: Actor William Windom is 69. Actor Marcello
Mastroianni is 68. Actress Brigitte Bardot is 58.
Thought for Today: "Sometimes I think we Americans are the loneliest people in the world. To be sure, we hunger for the power of
affection, the self-acceptance that gives life. It is the oldest and
strongest hunger in the world. But hungering is not enough." — Sherwood Anderson, American author and poet (1876-1941).

Ten years
The search process for a new
Murray State University president
underwent some modifications
yesterday as the Board of
Regents voted unanimously to
add faculty input and also pushed
back the application deadline one
month.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Lit0ifield, Aug. 7.
Molly Ross, local folk musician, presented a mini-concert at
Calloway County Public Library
on Sept. 27.
Winners of Murray Bass Club
Tournament out of Kenlake Marina were Carlos Black, Jim Lewis,
Ricky Miller and Gary
Marquardt.
In high school basketball
games, Murray High beat Fulton
County 10 to 0 and Trigg County
beat Calloway County 20 to 14.

-----Marrey—Training--Scitookaaw.
of 1956 held a reunion at Mississippi Room of ClirriS Center,
Murray State University.
Twenty years ago
Rodney Earl Dick, 3, of Lynnville was killed Sept. 24 when
hit by a car on Kentucky Highway 94 at Lynnville.
"Ralph McCuiston of M & H
Construction has an efficient
crew. They scraped and dressed
the driveway the other day and
those fellows can handle the big
machinery with ease," from column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77
took a 35-mile bicycle hike this
past weekend and camped in old
Backusburg community area of
Calloway County.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie McCallon,
Sept. 18, and a boy to Mr.; and

_Ws.Danny EdmonsalkUll- 22. _and Mrs. Steve Robertson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don Overby.
Thirty years ago
Forty years ago
Col. Lance Booth is the new
A total of 1,469 students are
head of the Military Science
enrolled at Murray State College
Department at Murray State
for the fall semester.
College.
Airman Wells Hargis is now
Pfc.
and
Haney
B.
Pfc. Eugene
stationed at the Air Force Base at
Jerold L. Haney, sons of Mr. and
Reno, Nev.
Mrs. Eugene C. Haney, Rt. 3,
EvaMrs. Claude Weatherford pre8th
with
serving
are
Murray,
sented a lesson on "Clothing
cuation Hospital in Iran. They are
Guideposts" at a meeting of Prostationed at Landstuhl, Germany.
temus Homemakers Club held at
New officers of National
the home of Mrs. Virgil Lassiter.
Forsenic League at Calloway
Births reported include a boy
County High School are Charles
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith,
Finnell, Dan McDaniel, Brenda
Sept. 17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Williams, Hugh Outland and Ken
Vester Orr Jr. and a boy to Mr.
Imes. Mrs. Reba Miller is coach.
and Mrs. Alton Rumfelt, Sept.
Recent births reported at Mur18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
L. King, Sept. 19.
and Mrs. Charles Patrick Caruso,
The Rev. James E. Byler of
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Cleveland, Tenn., is the speaker
Bell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. W.J.
at the youth revival being held at
Jeter, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
to
girl
Memorial Baptist Church.
a
Thruston Furches,

DEAR ABBY: When I was young
and foolish I was very promiscuous.
I went to bed with any guy who
asked me out — older men, married
men, first dates, and even an occasional pickup. I never tried to count
them, but there were dozens. Of
course I paid a terrible price. I
picked up crabs, herpes, gonorrhea
and had two abortions. (I don't
know how I missed AIDS because I
never used protection of any kind.)
In an effort to get my life together, at age 26, I moved to a distant
state, met the most wonderful man
in the world, fell head over heels in

love, and we were married within a
year. I never told him anything
about my past — I even pretended
to be a virgin.
Now the problem. I am pregnant,
and because of my herpes, I may
have to have a C-section. I was
totally honest with my doctor. He
says he will keep my past confidential, but if a C-section is necessary,
he may have to discuss the reason
with my husband.
Abby, if my husband knew how
many men I've slept with, he would
be devastated. I doubt that he

DEAR SINNED: I agree with

would leave me, but he would prob- your counselor. However, you

are carrying the herpes virus,
so you must tell your husband
because it may flare up and
become active. Surely your doctor has explained this to you. If
you do not take precautions
during a flare-up, you could
infect your husband.
You must tell your husband
you lied to him about your past;
admit that you contracted herpes, and have your physician
explain to him the necessity of
taking precautions.
After that, try to be the best
wife and mother possible. I wish
you well.

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES

DENIM_ SPRINGS WS HU DENIAL
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CATHY
CAN TAPE
114E SHOW
AND WATCH IT
LATER, CATHY.
THERE'S A
FOOTBALL
SAME ON!

YOu

'IOU CAN
TAPE THE
GAME AND
WATCH IT
LATER. THIS
15 A NEW
EPISODE

IT DOESN'T COUNT AS
SEEING It IF EVERYONE
GEM ID KNOW THE ENDING BEFORE I DO!!!

Dr. Gott

THE RETURN OF SiONDAV
NIOHT FOOTBALL...THE
DEATH OF THE MOND*,
NIGHT DATE.

"In fact, you like to build tires, don't you, Mr. Pig?
Building fires and burning wild animals a pastime
of yours, Mr. Pig? Did you know my client is an
endangered species, Mr. Pig, while you yourself
are nothing more than a walking side of ham?"

Crosswords
Answer to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

MY

LtAlbri THE.
V

L
.

GARFIELD
GARFIELD,DO d4'0U
KNOW THERE'S A
MOOSE IN THE

IN
4 om,THERES A MOUSE
I DON'T
THE GARBAGE, AND
CAAARE

GARBAGE?

35 Alternate
word
1 Swiss 36 Filmed
5 Vipers
formed
9 Negative
on copper
12 Accomplish38 Door sign
ment
39 Decimal base
13 Portico
40 Greek letter
14 New Deal
41 Picnic pests
agcy.
42 — vera
15 Carries
44 Staten or
17 Revolved
Coney —
of
19 Disturber
46 Contrast
the peace
. 48 Greek
21 Writing
marketplace
Instruments
tool
Garden
51
22 Carly Simon's
52 Civil injury
"You're So
54 — Bagnold
—"
55 River In
24 Concerning
Germany
25 Footlike part
56 Grafted:
26 Alter —
heraldry
27 Flower parts
57 Peruse
29 Tin symbol
31 Make lace
DOWN
32 "— Law"
1 Rear of ship
33 Neon symbol
2 The Lion
34 Tai —
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DEAR ABBY: My neighbors are
unbearable. We just moved into this
neighborhood. Since the day we
moved in, these people have
"dropped in." They usually want to
borrow something — eggs, toilet
paper, detergent, etc. And they have
yet to replace anything.
Their children borrow things,
too. After our son's bike was missing for three days, we saw it in our
neighbor's garage! My husband
immediately went to get it, and all
they said was, "Kids will be Xids."
(We had already reported it stolen.)
How can we handle them? We
really do not enjoy their abrasive
attitude, and there is no such thing
as a conversation with them. They
are very narrow-minded and prejudiced. We really don't want to have
anything to do with them, but how
do we give them the message? It's
our lives, and we should be able to
associate with whomever we choose.
Any suggestions?
NEIGHBORS
DEAR NEIGHBORS: When
you see them, be courteous, but
don't say anything you don't
sincerely mean — such as,"How
nice to see you, come over anytime, etc." If they invite you
over, don't accept their invitation unless you are willing to
reciprocate.

a.

< '192 WOO•rwaverentura

-‘•

,
51

ably never trust me again.
I am seeing a counselor who
advised me to tell my husband no
more than is absolutely necessary.
My minister advised me to tell my
husband everything and pray for
his forgiveness. Part of me wants to
take my minister's advice; the other
part says, "Keep your past to yourself and live a good Christian life
from now on."
What do you say, Abby?
SINNED AND SORRY

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

snies Syndlcals

r- 7

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
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9 Short,
Informal
letters
10 Unlock
11 Youngsters
16 Therefore
18 Mimics
20 Handle
22 Relect
23 Seaweed
substance
25 Entreaty
27 Scheme
26 Cancel
29 Close
30 Insect eggs
34 Pardon
36 Little Bo —
37 Introduce
39 Heavy
volumes
41 Ire
42 Pain
43 Weaving
machine
44 Press clothes
45 TV's
Hawkers:
MRS.
47 Olind
49 Intel
50 Teti
53 Tellurium

symbol

DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband is a
pharmacist and recently attended a
seminar in which he heard that Dilantin is sometimes used in conjunction
with other medicines in treating diabetic neuropathy. The speaker
wouldn't — or couldn't — elaborate.
After talking with my doctor and volunteering as a guinea pig, we've settled on 100 mg twice a day. My feet no
longer hurt at night, and I feel as if a
miracle has occurred.
DEAR READER: Dilantin, a drug
used to treat seizure disorders, can
help relieve the pain and numbness of
diabetic neuropathy. The reason for
this is not known and not all patients
benefit.
Nonetheless, it is worth a try. In
your case,fortunately, it was successful. Anti-depressant drugs may also
reduce the symptoms of neuropathy;
again, the reason is not completely
understood.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I get B12 shots
once a month for fatigue and other
problems, but the injections don't
seem to do what I would like them to
do. Would it be all right to take the
shot once a week?
DEAR READER: Weekly shots
would not be harmful — but they
won't do any good, either.
B12, a vitamin necessary for blood
formation and normal nerve functioning,is stored in the body. Therefore, if
you are unable to absorb B12 from the
food you eat(a disease called "pernicious anemia"), your B12 level could
easily be maintained by a vitamin injection every one to two months. Vitamin B12 given more frequently than
that is not retained and passes out in

the urine.
I don't know what you expect B12
to do for you, but your expectations
may be unrealistic. This vitamin is

the doctor's traditional placebo: The
pink liquid, when injected with some
optimism and fanfare, is sure to light

up the most tired and depressed elderly person. It's quick and it's safe;
there is no such thing as an overdue. I
want to emphasise that such beneficial effects are purely psychological.
B12 shots have been used for generation' to treat vague feelings of fa.
tips and discontent — 'bat used to
be called "the vapors." This is not the
s
same as trestft a 1112 deficisockaag.
dIs
Wore. which
I mentione
nosed by blood tests.
I tecommoad that you sit down
with your doctor to
symptoms — and year
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Relief workers fear 'donor fatigue'
BOSTON (AP) - Hurricanes. Famine. Civil war.
Americans are being asked to respond to so many crises that
relief workers fear the public has begun to suffer donor fatigue.
"Our fund-raising is up some. but not where we need it to be to
.over these emergencies." CARE spokesman John Mohrbacher
• said. "We assume it's the psychological interference of all these
other disasters."
• Chief executives of six international relief orpoktatioas left for
Somalia on Friday to focus more attention on starvation there. The
visit - the first joint mission of its kind-is a direct response to
Lagging contributions.
"There's never been a time where these have been so many
emergencies competing," said Peter I. Davies, director of InterAcLion, an umbrella group of international aid agencies. He was part
of the group that left for Africa.
Aid officials said more than 100,000 Somalis have died and 2
million are at risk of starving. They call the crisis worse than the
tamine in Ethiopia that brought an outpouring of generosity from
Americans in 1984 and 1985.
j Yet InterAction said that money given for relief in Somalia in
the last six months amounts to only 3 percent of the $110 million
raised for Ethiopia during the first six months of that crisis.
"I'm becoming increasingly convinced that it's futik to try to
.,recapture the mood of the country in October of 1984 when
responding to the famine in Ethiopia became chic." said Joel Charney, executive director of Boston-based Oxfam America.
"The reason you get people getting donor fatigue is that people
. throw up their hands and say, 'These problems are never solved.he said. "The Africa case is the worst-case scenario in the minds of
the general public, because it is such a long-term crisis."
And Somalia "is only the tip of the iceberg." Davies said. "You
are going to see a Somalia in Mozambique. If we don't get rains in
Noeniber and December, you're going to see a substantial number
of southern Africans dying of thirst."
Aid workers also are concerned about the civil war in Yugoslavia
and the fragile cease-fire in Cambodia. Americans are also being
asked to help the victims of Hurricanes Andrew and Iniki.
When people are confronted with all of that, overwhelmingly
and repeatedly, there really is this notion of burnout," said Paul G.
S.hervish, a sociology professor at Boston College who specializes
in philanthropy.
Aid officials said the march of tragedies is numbing.
"It's always hard to get people to focus on a situation that's so
o‘erwhelmingly tragic," said Robert Buchanan, Oxfam America's
Horn of Africa program director. "Instinctively, people want to
turn away from that kind of situation and deny it."
They also wonder, "What can my few dollars do?" said John
Thomas, Spokesman for Independent Sector, a coalition of philanthropic agencies.
"So it really is a combination of wanting to help, but perhaps
seeing the need now more at home," he said. "Somalia is much
Lather away: than South Dade.-

UK menopause forum to address women'sleatlh concerns
of menopause are hot flashes,
mood sv.ings, irregular menstrual
AsSochaml Press Wrftor
periods, vaginal dryness, night
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Meno- sweats and rapid heart beat.
But women are wanting to
pause can mark the beginning of
about other health issues
know
a rich and rewarding phase for a
menopause, such as calduring
to
time
take
if
she
takes
woman
in bones which can
loss
understand physical and emotion- cium
s, estrogenosteoporosi
to
lead
al changes in her life.
That's one of the messages replacement therapy and their
expected at a Forum on Meno-- sexuality.
"Women are more enlightened
pause sponsored by the University of Kentucky Hospital Center than 20' years ago, but there's
for Women's Health next still a long way to go," Miller
said. "Menopause is a transition.
weekend.
"Every woman will eventually There can be rough spots, but
go through menopause." said Dr. with frequent visits to the physician, with proper literature and
Frank Miller, chairman of the UK
Hospital's Department of education, it can make a much
better transition.''
Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Miller will be one of the
"She's going to go through a
at the forum, which also
speakers
lot
of
a
of
life. There's
change
will focus on breast health and
education necessary once you go
ovarian cancer screening.
through menopause."
Carolyn Curry, wife of KenMenopause means the end of
tucky football coach Bill Curry,
menstruation, or the last monthly
will give the keynote address on
age
after
50
period, which occurs
"Midlife, Menopause and Me."
for most American women. It is
"I feel better than I've ever
part of a larger process called the
felt," said Curry, a historian who
climacteric, which generally
specializes in women's studies.
begins in the mid to late 40s.
don't feel like my life is
"I
Among the familiar symptoms
By MIKE EMBRY

Health, notes that average life
over."
She refers to the women mov- expectancy of women in 19t10
was 50 because many died in
ing into their midlife years as the
childbirth and from disease.
"swing generation" because they
"You didn't have a group of
entered the workforce in droves
people survive to menopause,"
and went through the dramatic
social changes of the past 30 said London, who will speak on
years.
estrogen-replacement therapy.
"We've had to cope with so "It's purely a product of technolmuch change, but it's good," she ogy that you don't find in Third
said. "We had to make choices. World and underdeveloped
This generation contributes to the countries.
support of the family. Women are
"Women now need to make
healthier than they've ever been. lifestyle changes if they live to be
Women are not old and 50.
80 to 85. They need to be edu"Studies show that most cated that there are lot of ways to
women are relieved about not help them during this period of
getting pregnant and being free of time."
monthly discomfort. It's a (WHERE TO CALL: For more
positive."
information about the Forum on
call
And there are a lot of post-war Menopause,
baby boomers moving into meno- 1-606-259-3939.)
pause years.
"There are 40 million women
45 and older," said Curry, who
turns 50 in October. "That's a lot
of women asking questions.
There's a lot of confusion about
SPECIAL NEEDS
it and women need to be able to
ADOPTION PROGRAM
make individual decisions."
1-800-432-9346
Dr. Steve London, director of
ammarr cursir FOR IMAM RESOURCES
the UK Center for Women's
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Bluegrass movie
is shown in Owensboro
u‘VENSBORO, Ky. (AP) .,• .)::Npitc screenings in Chicago,
Houston, Atlanta, Charlotte.
(- and Sydney, Australia.
makers knew Owensboro
he the true test of their
•
.L.!:....ntary on bluegrass'
"141,:h Lonesome: The Story of
luerass Music." directed by
Liebling and produced by
Andrew :Sasser, premiered Saturlay at RiserPark Center's Can.
...n Hall.
"1 v.a) inure nersous here than
• Ansre else," Liebling said.
hat was the best audience.
They ,Joald appreciate every
The 90-minute documentary
traces the development of blue-

State hires
actuarial firm
FRANKf•ORT, Ky. (AP) f_iov. Brereton Jones says his
administration is still ironing out
possible subsidies and incentives
to small businesses to help pay
for untsersal health-insurance
coverage.
As part of his health-care proposals. Jones wants to require all
businesses to provide -insurance
coverage for their workers.
But in the meantime, the state
has hired a national actuarial firm
to analyze parts of the plan, for a
maximum fee of S25,000.
William MI Mercer Inc. was
chosen because of its experience
with health-care reform initiatives in 10 other states, according
to a statement Friday from Jones'
office. The New York-based firm
has expertise in areas such as
Medicaid and providing coverage
for the uninsured, two key parts
of Jones' plan.
Mercer will be ,asked to analyze the premium cost for Kentuckians who would be part of a
"mega-pool" that would include
public employees, the uninsured
and some small-business workers.
Jones had sought to call a special session - of the General
Assembly to address health care
in November, but he backed off
that timetable Thursday after lawmakers complained the plan 1.\1,
being rushed.
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grass from its Rosine. Ky., roots
to its explosion as an internationally popular genre.
The audience of about 700
bluegrass fans from across the
country gave Liebling and Serwer
a standing ovation following the
movie.
"It gives such a deserved dignity to this music that's long
overdue," said Bill Knowlton,
who hosts a bluegrass show on
WCNY-FM in New York.
"There were several people to
whom it brought tears to their
eyes."
Partially funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the, documentary may be
broadcast on PBS next year, Liebling said.
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STOCK I YR/MAKE

MILES

COLOR

MODEL

PRICE

STOCK a YR/MAKE

91 Geo
91 Chev.
91 Chev.
91 Chev.
91 Pont.
90 Chev
90 Toy.
90 Chev.
90 Chev.
90 Buick
90 Olds
89 Suburu
89 Chev.
89 Chev.
88 Chev.
88 Chev.
88 04ds
87 Chev.
87 Mere.
86 Olds
86 Olds
85 Buick
85 Pont.
113 Buick
82 Ford
92 Mits

Metro XFI
Beretta
Caprice
Cavalier
Gran Am
Cavalier
Corolla
Beretta
Lumina E
Skylark
Ciera S
GL 4 Dr.
Camaro
Beretta
Cavalier
Beretta
Cutlass
Cav. Wagon
Marco.
Regency
Calais
Park Ave
6000 LE
Regal
T-Bird
Mirage

Blue
White
Blue
Blue
Blue
Red
Wine
Yellow
Blue
Gray
Silver
Blue
White
Red
White
Wine
Blue
Blue
Gray
Silver
Black
Tan
Brown
Gray
Tan
White

25xx x
23xxx
62xxx
20xxx
19xxx
35xxx
34xxx
31xxx
47xxx
36xxx
47xxx
65xxx
31xxx
96xxx
65xxx
51xxx
71xxx
93xxx
92xxx
64xxx
68xxx
97xxx
64xxx
71xxx
88xxx
7xxx

86,900
$11,900
812,900
88,900
$9,900
$7,900
87,900
$10,900
88,900
88,900
88,900
88,900
$9,900
$5,900
$0,900
$6,900
$7.900
$3,900
85.900
87,900
85.900
$8.900
84,900
$2,900
$3,000
810,900

hWANS/BLAZERS
27043
42442
06105
61632
61528
56781
10528
83037
51911
53823
19119
05690
01012
19585
52416
10486
23124
12742
10231
55843
90486

'Hamm 1y4415 111•onmilial maker In Als Nadi

COLOR

MILES

PRICE

PROGRAM CARS

CARS
00036
35623
42230
75263
43573
17870
40878
86339
13574
49568
16542
16167
84922
66740
52043
34922
21734
60983
08164
09131
53738
13584
27626
57453
07098
25309

MODEL

SL/Biue
Suburban
91 Chev
F150 Cargo Gray
90 Ford
Black
90 Chev. Blazer
Club Wagon White
89 Ford
Black
89 Chev. Astro
89 Chev. Astro
ay
89 GMC Jimmy 4x4 Gray
White
Hi-Cube
88 Ford
Wine
Voyager
88 Pty.
Wine
Aerostar
88 Ford
White
87 Chev. Hi-Cube
Tan
Safari
87 MAC
Blue
Vandura
87 GMC
Club Wagon Silver
87 Ford
TWIllue
Suburban
86 Chev
86 Chev. S10 Blazer BK/SL
Conversion Red
84 GMC
Yellow
Hi Cube
84 GMC
BL/SL
Suburban
84 Chev
S10 Blazer Blue
83 Chev
76 Dodge Sportsman Tan

35xxx 818,900
39xxx $9,900
38xx x $12.200
65xxx $11,900
lues
9x
579xxxxx
$9,9011
$
48xxx $12,1100
73x x x $7,900
94x x x $7,900
MISS
73xx xxxx NAN
83
87xxx $LIM
59xxx $11,91111
67xxx $10.91111
92xxx *SIM
117xxx $8,909
61xxx USN
91xxx SWISS
111xxx WON
94xxx
102xxx $3..68

03205
31486
18579
43519
30804
46722
30574
24890
08647
50914
25626
15607
69908
14898

92 Geo
92 Geo
92 Geo
92 Geo
92 Geo
92 Chev.
92 Chev.
92 Chev.
92 Chev.
92 Chev.
92 Chev.
92 Chev.
91 Chev.
92 Geo

Red
White
Teal
Red
Blue
Red
Silver
Blue
Maroon
Blue
Blue
White
Silver
Green

Met/Conv.
Metro
Metro
Storm
Storm
Lumina E
Corsica
Corsica
Corsica
Corsica
Caprice
Lumina
Cavalier
Metro

$9,900
9xxx
88,900
4xxx
88,900
6xxx
14xxx 810,900
15xxx 810,900
15xxx 814,900
18xxx 811,900
14xxx 811,900
19xxx 811,900
14xxx
00
0
$115.
$
90
9
.0
10
114
7xxx
15xxx
23xxx
7xxx 88.900

;8,900

TRUCKS
08937
05862
54497
25475
37769

52386
29114
04902
93604
63150
89774
38317
38149
31866
55166
52843
89774
22262
10636
56506
51537
81867
63057
39217
63023
13729
63057
29281
31122
03999
04104

Ranger
91 Ford
91 Chev. CC10903
91 Chev. S10 PU
91 Chev. S10 PU
91 Ford 4x4
91 Chev. CC10703
91 Chev. Car Hailer
90 Chev. CK10703
90 Ford PU
90 Chev. Car Hauler
90 Chev. CC10903
so Ford Super Dty
F-150
90 Ford
so Chev. C030953
89 GMC CC10903
89 Chev. CK20903
89 Chev. CK10903
89 Chev. CK10903
F-150
89 Ford
89 Chev. CC10903
89 Chev 1 Ton
89 GMC Sierra
88 Chev. S-10 PU
88 Chev. CC10903
88 Dodge 0100
88 Dodge Dakota
87 Chev CC10903
1 Ton
87 Ford
86 Dodge Big Truck
85 Ford
3/4 Diesel
84 Ford
F100
83 Ford
81 GMC Sierra

$8,9ö0

69xxx
White
28xxx $14,900
White
Maroon 10xx x $11.900
10xxx 88,900
White
814,900
47xxx
Gray
Red/Sil. 47xxx 818,900
818,900
Red
49xxx $14,900
Red
24xxx $14.900
Blue
15xx x $19,900
Black
22xxx $10,900
Beige
133xxx $12,900
White
45xxx $12.900
Gray
33xxx $17,900
Gray
74xxx 810,900
White
74xxx $11,900
Blue
36xxx $12,900
Red
57xxx $12,900
Red
45xxx $12.900
Gray
BL/SL 50xxx $12,900
151xxx $11.900
Black
74xxx 910,900
White
38xxx $8,900
Gray
Wine
75xxx $8,900
Gray
62xxx $7,900
White
43xxx $8,900
Red
79xxx $7,900
Silver
49xxx $10,900
Gray
62xxx $7.11110
Blue/Sil. 72xxx $3,1100
White
Ovioo $4,1100
Tan
Ov oo $4,900
Black
82xxx $5,900

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Addlonsl
Iniormakm
Avsolablos
UPOn ROQUOIt

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

410.*
HIWARD
LYONS

Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

753-2617

Murray, KY.
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KRIS 1991-92
STUDENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS
PERFORMANCE LEVEL
Novice %

Apprentice %

Proficient %

Distinguished %
_

44
45

51
45

3
3

0
0

East
North
Southwest

50
47
34

47
48
62

3
3
3

0
0
1

Mathematics
District
State

64
59

31
30

3
4

1
2

East
North
Southwest

64
73
54

31
21
41

4
2
1

0
0
3

54
48

41
43

3
3

0
0

East
North
Southwest

59
62
42

40
33
51

1
2
5

0
0
0

Social Studies
District
State

37
34

55
52

6
7

0
0

East
North
Southwest

50
37
26

47
54
64

3
6
8

0
0
0

Apprentice %

Proficient %

Distinguished %

Grade 4
Reading
District
State

Science
District
State

e

KIRIS 1991-92
STUDENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS
PERFORMANCE LEVEL
Grade 8
Calloway Middle

Novice %

Reading
District, CCMS
State

9
16

so
69

11
8

0
0

Mathematics
District, CCMS
State

49
57

34
23

12
10

4
3

Science
DisMct, COSS
Stale

49
56

48
36

3
1

0
0

Social Studies
District, CCMS
Oslo

31
34

55
49

13
9

0
0

.8

„
4-

to.

-

KIRIS 199142
STUDENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS
PERFORMANCE LEVEL
Novice %

Grade 12

Apprentice %

Proficient %

Distinguished %

Reading
District
Stale

45
42

48
45

4
9

1
1

Mathematics
District
State

49
45

42
43

7
8

1
2

Science
District
State

43
33

53
61

2
4

0
0

Social Studies
District
State

59
42

34
44

5
10

0
1

information or skiNs.
The student is beginning to show an understanding of new
important parts of the task.
The student has gained more understanding, can do some
'Apprentice of the task, and can communicate concepts deafly.
The student understands the major concepts, can do almost sil
'Proficient concept or process and can complete all important parts of the task. The
'Distinguished - At this highest level, the student has deep understanding of the
analyze and interpret data.
student can communicate well, think correctly and abstractly, and

'Novice -

TABLE 2
AL i ANL) Wak I 3‘..u1ca

AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST - ACT
NO.& PERCENT OF GRADUATES
TAKING TESTS
COMPOSITE

MATH

ENGLISH

,

%

No.
,

,
DISTRICT
1992
1991 -4

19.84
20.78

19.69
19.67

19.80
20.84

101
122

63.1
64

STATE
1991

20.3

19.4

20.0

23,795

65.8

;4

,
SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST- SAT
NO.& PERCENT OF GRADUATES TAKING TESTS

VERBAL

MATH
%

No.
,

,
DISTRICT
1992
1991

435
545

540
627

2
6

1.3
4.0

STATE
1991

473

520

4196

11.6

t•
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TABLE 3
IN EACH GRADE
-7

I(

2

1

3

GRADE
7
456

II

9

12

11

10

1

i
SOIOOLS

OCHS
East
North
Southwest
CCM
DISTRICT

4.8

to

is

SA

000000
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

4.0% 2.0% 1.5%

TABLE 4
DROPOUT RATE
STIIflEPJTS OIJITflNG SCHOOL AS A PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT Y GRADES
1990
1989
%
NO.
GRADE
(Ye
NO.
,
,

5.0%

1991
%
NO.

7
8
9

10

To be reported in January, 1993

11
12
DISTRICT
STATE

Not availabli

TABLE 5
TAGE ATTENDANCE - STUDENTS
1990
SCHOOLS
Calloway High
Calloway Middle
East
North
Southwest
DISTRICT

95.43%
96.64%
96.97%
96.00%
96.35%
96.19%

1991

95.59%
96.67%
95.89%
95.63%
96.17%
96.06%

1992

96.23%
96.66%
96.35%
96.06%
96.70%
96.45%
"

STATE

94.9%

95.0%

*Not avallablo

TABLE6
1 yr Kw.
rtiEREASUU )

I i""I Vneoaff•arw..•

COLLEGE

1
DISTINCT
STATE

1990
NO. %

1999
NO. %

1991
NO. %
,

136
21069

133

65
52.2

20649

69
53.9

113
20664

70.6%
57.1

OTHER POST-SECONDARY TRAINING
1990
%
NO.

1989
/o
`)
NO.
DISTRICT
STATE

23
3658

1991
NO. (Yo

11%

16

8.5%

15

9.4%

9.0

3266

8.4

2984

8.2

MILITARY
1989
%
NO.
DISTRICT
STATE

1990
NO. %

11

5%

10

2131

5.3

1897

5.5%
4.9

1991
'Yo
NO.
3
1690

1.9%
4.7

,
ENTERING THE WORKFORCE
1989
%
NO.
DISTRICT
STATE

33

15.6%

7644

18.9

*1990
%
NO.

1991
%
NO.

36

17%

29

18.1%

6896

17.8

6228

172
,

'a

$

;

TABLE 7
SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT

,

STUDENTS ENROLLED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
1990

1989
DISTRICT
3-5 years of age
6-21 years of age

42
456

13%
15%

1991

STATE

14%
13%

1

,
DISTRICT TOTAL
(3-21 years of age)

122
400

14%
13.69%

115
403

16%

NO.
522

%
16%

12.3

80224

12.7

NO.
498

%
16%

NO.

(Y.

518

75170

11.5

77303

TABLE 8
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT CLASSIFIED AS ECONOMICALLY DEPRIVED
1992
1991
1990
%
GRADE
NO.
%
NO.
%
NO.

DISTRICT
STATE

847
245,338

1092 35.5%
Not available

1008 33%
245,105 38.9

28.6%
38.9

TABLE 9
ATTENDANCE - PROFESSIONAL STAFF
ADMINISTRATORS AND OTHER
PROFESSIONAL STAFF

TEACHERS
,
PERCENT ATTENDANCE

97.7%

96.5%

-

;el

•

4.

•.

#
•

•••,

••••••

••••2

••

-•••••• •-••
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4

_
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TABLE 10
O
DISTRICT PUPIL/TEACHER RATIO AND TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR RATI
PERCENT STUDENTS IN
NO.CLASS OVER
RATIO
CLASSES OVER MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM SIZE
PUP1UTEACHER FtAT10
Schools

CCHS
CCMS
East
North
Southwest

1
1
1
1
1

1

District
TEACHER/
ADMINISTRATOR RATIO

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

to 16
to 16.9
to 14.9
to 15.6
to 15.3
to 15

19.6 teachers
1.0
administrators

to

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

District
..

TABLE 11
TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR SALARY DATA
TEACHERS
SALARY RANGE PAID
PERCENT OF TEACHERS BY
RANK

MINIMUM PAID

MAXIMUM PAID

Rank I

44%

29,016

44,676.32

Rank ll

41%

23,653

41,228.11

Rank III

15%

20,894

29,040.00

ADMINISTRATORS

•

SALARY RANGE PAID
PERCENT OF
ADMINISTRATORS BY RANK

MAXIMUM PAID

MINIMUM PAID
,

100%

Rank I

72,254.16

21,000.64
(.5 time)

Rank II

„ .

Rank III
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TABLE 12
CLASSES TAUGHT BY TEACHER OUT OF FIELD OF SPECIALTY
NUMBER TEACHING OUT OF
FIELD OF SPECIALTY

NUMBER OF CLASSES
OUT OF FIELD

Schools
CCHS
CCMS
East
North
Southwest
District

1
0
0
0
0

1 Class Geography
0
0
0
0

1 teacher

1 class

TABLE 13
COST OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT
1990

1991

1992

296.21

323.62

402.00

,
Average Cost Per
Professional Staff Member
for Professional
Development Activities

PART III
MANAGEMENT DATA
TABLE 14
DISTRICT PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES IN ADA
1992
DISTRICT

FACTOR
Cost per Pupil for Instruction

2604

$2,496

85

$100

3546

$3,374

316

$247

Cost per Pupil for Administration
Cost per Pupil for Current Expenses
•
.1>

'
• -4—,4'0
r

1991
STATE

Cost per Pupil for Transportation

f

••f
,

Al
.

,
-Ai

.0

A
0
•

e.
.
A
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-1
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5
6,666
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TABLE 15
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT REVENUE

,
DOLLARS

INCOME

PERCENT OF
TOTAL

1991 STATE
AVERAGE PERCENT

18.6

24.8

.
Revenue from Local Sources

2,321,517

,

2,190,675

Tax Receipts
Income from Investments 4.66%
(/0 Average Return)

124,788

Other

214,000

Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
GENERAL FUND BALANCE
(June 30, 1992, as a Percent of
Total General Fund Money)

1.7

8,189,514

65.8%

64.7

1,732,101

13.9%

10.5

711,463.71

5.7%

TABLE 16
D
REVENUE AND ASSESSED PROPERTY VALUE PER CHIL
FACTOR
Local Revenue Per Child in
Average Daily Attendance
Assessed Property Value Per Child in
Average Daily Attendance

1991
STATE

1992
DISTRICT
803

$1,027

164,715

$171,174
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PART IV - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1991-92 RESULTS
1. Expanded preschool program.
2. School Based Decision Making Councils at three elementary centers
were established.
3. Expanded efforts of KERA goals.
4. Pilot primary programs were initiated.
5. District-wide technology committee developed five year plan.
6. Restructuring efforts expanded at all five centers.
GOALS FOR 1992-93
1. Initiate Family Resource Center for all three elementary centers.
2. Initiate "Break the Mold" three year national project at Calloway Middle
School.
3. Expand preschool program for accrediation.
4. Establish/expand School Based Decision Making Councils at all five
school centers.
5. Primary programs expanded for grades K-3 at all three elementary
centers.
6. Begin implementation of Five Year Technology Plan.
7. Expand the "Effective Schools" project at all five schools.
8. Begin curriculum alignment utilizing the KERA performance assessment
and the Kentucky Valued Outcomes.
•

• -.0

-

fry,

Dr. Jack D. Rose, Superintendent
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